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S01.fmlI';S A?A1tt.l' .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • •• SO 
PUPIL PLACmAEN'l' 
CHAPl'ER I 
STATEMF.NT OF THE POOBLEM 
AND BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION 
Among the myriad duties of elementary" school administrators, and high on 
the list in importance, is that of pupil placement. This may be defined as the 
effort to have each pupil in just the right place, at the right time, with the 
right teacher, class group, and materlili, so that he can most easily leam the 
fact, or concept, or attitude he should experience next. To insure these 
condi tiona requires of the administrator not just intimate lmowledge and under-
standing of the curriculum, of the staff, and of materials, but also of the 
pupil to be placed. Placement of pupils on initial entry" to ldndergarten or 
first grade based upon age, or sex, or ala •• siBe -7 be justi.f'1able, but to 
continue such practice fOr older pupUs with ut.ter d1..regard for the various 
condi tions existing in succesding grades, and for the aCCWJl1lated information 
about each pupil is gross inef.f'1cienc;y. More often than not, as new pupils 
enroll b7 transfer, too little is known to make the beet placement, but so too 
do classroom conditions within the school cons~ change, and the pupils 
themselves, so all placement should be considered tempora1"7 to be adjusted to 
, -
re-aim at the goal. Nor should the administrative details incident to changes 
1 
2 
in placement be pel'!Di tted to deter as frequent adjustments as are indicated -
what matter a red-lined entr,y here and. add1 tion there if by it we can get a 
pupil from "where he can't to where he can", or froom where hets bored to where 
he t s challenged. 
'l'vrin placement decisions are a difficult added chore, settled by' admtn-
istrators in all possible W&y's - arbi trar:1.ly separating the, letting the 
parents decide, or arbitrarily keeping them together. It is the hope of tbia 
study to remove the arb! trariness of dec1e1on by providing reasonable guide 
lines by which scl»ol personnel and parents can select the best plaoement for 
each individual of the pair. The hypothesis advanoed is that there are dis-
cernible differences between identical twins which affect academic achievment, 
that teaohers' report oard grades are influenced by the twin relationship, and 
that there is greater dif.ference between tw:l.na' scores on achievement tests and 
report card grades when separate than when togeth81". 
AIM OF EIl1CArtON 
As mmerous almost as philosophers have been the stated aims of education, 
and as different as their philosophies. For our purpose here the statement of 
Herrick is suitable. "Dul"1ng the past .rJ.fty years the orientation of the 
elementary school has been to the understandings, abilities, and qualities of 
the individual (italics ours) which would enable 111m to be a constructive 
participating meni:>er of his sociev both now and in the f\1ture.·l The emphasis 
is upon the individual pupil whichever philosophy we enbrace. According to 
lv!rgil E. Herrick, "Fl.ementa17 Fdueation Programs", Fnezgloped1a of 
Educational. Reaeareh. ed. Chester W. Harris, (New York 19Q5), p. 4~O. -
, 
. 2 
Butler, "All philosophies are concerned with the nature of the self," excepting 
the dialectical materialism of Soviet Russia, ItPbr in the outlook of corrmun1sm 
the comnnnity is primary, virtually taldng the place of the individual. lt) 
00mm1 tment to the importance of the individual brings one face to face wi. th 
the problem. of this thesis. lbw shall the placement of twins be handled? This 
problan faces 6fTery elementary school administrator. More frequently he makes 
placement decisions regarding siblings, rut in such cases there is almost always 
tacit agreement from fell~r1ncipals and from par«1ts that siblings should not 
be in the same roODl, based upon common-sense recognition that they are different 
that they should not compete 1Iith each other. And almost always this same good 
judgment prevails with regard to fraternal twins, even it they chance to be of 
the same sex, or espeo:1all.y so. :But with almost all parents, and with many 
administrators, the duplicate look of identioals obliterates judgment, magnifies 
emotion, and twinsbip is perpetuated at the expense of individuality. 
INCIDl'mT<: OF TWINS 
lful tiple births, though common to many animal. species, are rare in humans, 
with variation due to race and cli_te. According to Gunstonl 
About 1900 the French geneticist Hellin discovered the proportions of 
JIItllt1ple births to single births in a population, now known as Mellin t s 
Law. 
Twins of e1 ther kind, f:nltemal or identical, occur about once in 
eighty-seven normal births, triplets about once in every 7569 (87X87) 
births, quadruplets about once in f!V'eI7 658,503 (87X87X87) births, and so 
on. Identical twins occur about once in every three sets of twins. • • • 
Amer.1.can Negroes have the highest twin-birth rate. Japanese the lowest 
2J • Donald Butler, E2!!!: PhiloS2Pbies, (New York 1951), p. 11. 
'Ibid., pp. 332-3. 
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(about one in 286). In hot countries the rate is less, in oold greater, 
probably naturets answer to oombat difficulty of survival. Monozygots may 
be more numerous than are bom ••• one may not survive. Siamese (joined) 
twins oCT onoe in every 10 million births and only one set in f1 ve 
survives. 
This mnltip1e-birth rarity in lm.mans oompared. to other species may have jus 
biological significance sinoe the human inAnt is the most helpless for the 
longest time of all animal offspring. But perhaps it signals nature's intent 
that in rumans, God fS crowning achievement, the individual should be glorified. 
If this is true, that the individual ta development to his greatest potmtial is 
our put1)Ose, then to permit to continue, and to protect, the twin-relationsh1p 
is oontral')" to our a1m. Are we not bOlUld., rather, to exploit and develop by' 
environmental offerings, the differences in twins in abilities, interests, and 
needs than to perpetuate likenesses the reeult of natural acoident? By so doing 
we need not attempt to "make" them d1tferent, but just to "let" them be 
different, as Deborah Tax so well says.'> Herself the mother of twins, she 
announced at their birth that they would be brought up as individuals, not 
hammered into a mold. She watohed for signs of ind:1:viduali ty and encouraged 
them, even a:rranging ~eparate time for eaoh with parents and other ohildren, and 
began early in many ways, but gra~, to wean them from eaoh other. 
JIllots !!!.4 JiiWe&. statistical booklet of the Chicago Public Schools for 
Septenmer, 1960,. shows that there are currently 366,000 pupils in publio 
elenentary sohools of Chicago.6 If this population is typioal there are then 
~vid Gunston, "All About Twins", Scienoe WSest, 44, (November 19$8) 1-5. 
SDeborah Tax, "Twins Neednlt Be C&rbon-.·copies", Parents' Magazine, (October 
1955) 30,52. 
6Ch1oagO Board of Education, Facts ~ F.tS!lr!J. (September 1960), 12. 
ave:!" four thoIlsand paiN of' twine, one tmusal'ld to thtrteen bmdred of' them 
ldentica4 ftd.e 18 no m:I.1'tor problem - 0Vf!!Jr two tbou.8Ilnd 1nd1v.tdual pupils a:re 
special placament caaee, as DII1'J.1 &I are in soo1a1 adjustment eoboo1a, JIOPe tban 
the cr.lppled aDd oard:i.ac cues. 
nr. Mlmarm states (acoordlng to Rite) that 0'9"fJI' OM and a ba1t m:Ullon 
pain or twins are available 1n the Un!. ted stat. tor scient:l.f1o studies, one-
quarter to one-tb:I.nJ of tld.a ~ bc!d.nI Of the ODe .eg (~c) 
varleQ-.7 
TWINS ARR SPFCIAt 
No parc1;e ot twf.na need. be told tbla.. ~t the ... parente 11'1» 'fJOUld 
fight for apec1a1I1etl»ds, tor apec1a1 .. tment, .fbr thetr deaf or t.belr 
cr1ppled cb1ld, 1dll brueh ..,. ~iOl1 that tbeLr tw1n8 lilly, by this vfJ1!T 
relat4onaJd.p, be haud1eapped. 'Buela7t ~ in popul.ar 8tJ1e on 
Burl.1rlghaJat. book (UDImlUable), .,., " - - - taot of tw!Dahtp atteota parents 
even before birtlha JIDI'e tan in e!nIle b1rtha. - - - same for re1atJ.Ye8, Menda j 
people on the st.1'eet, and twine tNDelvea.,,8 
With the f1Nt ldnt bom the obetetrleilm ot the double ~t, the 
-=td.n.,. to make ODe of tw 1$ set 1D IIDfd.oft. ADd 1t at biJ:lth lder:'lUoalneae f.a 
. • _"!,.e OCCUft 1rt ODe to three Cor tour) tw1rl b1rtbe, ... .,one to the 
strang .. on the ert.Net oontr.tbutea - the onlJ' thin8 n1ce:rr than a baby 18 two, 
espec1allJ' carbon ooplea. Parente haft been kncmn to "fattc" \he one wh10h 
6 
dares to weigh-in one ounoe lighter, to oOl'lDDllld "stand straighter" the one whioh 
seems one-eighth inoh shorter. Sales olerks have long-since leamed to show 
only merchandise in duplioate, and even doting aunts, themselves individu.allstio 
to a lonely' degree. don tt dare bring different toys. 
Wri t1ng in E!!&!j.t!g }bus::!' Uunor Bradley points out this epeeial natu:re of 
tw1nship. 
'1'he publio bas been awakened by education and psychology to the needs 
of slow learners and the gi.f"\ed. Tw1na have been neglected. Twins are 
special becauae both heredity aDd envil"'ODment have made them ao. 
- - - They need guidance in the area of personal adjustment. 
Publio teeling makes twins feel themselves different from other 
ohildren. Corollary is. twins faoe oontinual oomparison of personall ties 
and intelledt1la1 abil1ty. 8ur't'eys ot childrena t literature show tlat 
nearly all boob f'Urther theee ooncepts. twins look aUke, dress alike, 
think alike, haTe same friends, are oonstantly' together, do same things at 
same times, and are always tl!"eated alike. To whatever degree these 
conoepts hold true, onq the tirat -7 be attr1~ted to heredityJ the 
remainder are the molding 1ntluenoe of sooiety. 
And Lohmeyer in reporting oODlDOn mistakes in the rearing of twins says, 
n _ _ _ exaggerated attempts to treat both al1lte arouses undesirable oompeti ti ve 
attitudes, makes th_ feel underprivileged (cheated out of their indiv-
idual1V).nlO 
An interesting observation whioh -7 ehoclc sou parents of twins, the ones 
more ambi tioua for their ohildren,. is made by Ounston. .. - - - str1ld.ng fact is 
*" 
that twins "e1'7 rarel;y, if ever, aohieve great distinction in lite, probably due 
9K1.eanor BradleY', 1t00idanoe and Teaohing of Twins", C1eax:!¥ &Use, 32, 
(February 19!)8), 364-6. · 
10 Harold D. Carter, "Ten Years of Researoh on Twins", ~ Yearbook NSSE. 
(Bloomington 1940), oi ting Lohmeyer, 2". 
7 
to ovel'-dependence, lack of individual initiative.lIll The hint that this may be 
true comes early in twins' lives. Burlingham points out that ·Competition and 
aggressiveness toward each other is strong in early years. - - - (twins) 1'IOlll.d 
prefer to be thonght of as individuals. Parents should de-aophasize twinahip. 
Each needs to have own relationship with parente and triends. 1I12 
VIlat should be the role of the school to bring into more proper perspective 
the parents' cODlDOn vi ... so that each twin _y grow toward the goal moat suited 
to him? In the section on Special lrducation in the Third Edition of.l'!!!. 
Enml2Eedia 2! Educational Research, cain writes I 
Of equa11mportance (to the role ot the special teacher) is the 
8chools' role in interpreting the probl.. of children to parente. 
Parents of exceptional children want informatJ..on about their childr8'1, 
- .. - !he,. should be helped to feel that thq &l'e participating in their 
child's deat1ny. It is necessar.r to bring ont the no~y of the child 
and to let the handicap shrink to its proper perapect.1. 'Ve, 
Pbrtunately the a:ceptiona11ty of twins pemits this more easily tban that 
of the pbyaically handicapped. Twins can be separated in rooms at school, 
allowed separate Mends, permitted d1.trerent choice of clothes, of hobbies, to 
the degree of siblings, whereas the deaf Child, for example, is tied to his 
handicap. When alone the identical twin is not special. Of cOtU"Se he has his 
genetic counter-part, and both, according to JD8l.I7 studies reported in Ohapter II 
reaot in ~ 11ke _ys whether together or apart, but neverthe1 .. s identical 
twins, unless Siamese, can go their own way, And the earlier in life they are 
llounston, p. ,. 
12Burlingham, p. LS. 
l3Leo F. Cain, "Special Fducation - - Role of the School" t Ehcl112Pedia 
2!. lMucational Research. ed. Chester W. Harris, (New York 1960J, 13 • 
8 
allowed by home and school to do so, the easier 1s the adjustment. 
Fbr the purpose of study, psychologists sometimes choose to p@.rpetuate the 
twin-relationship. Dr. Wigi Gedda, Director of the G. Mendel Institute in 
Rome, for example, at the World Population Conference in that oi ty in 19$4 urged 
that twins be given special privileges such as resorts, clubs, and libraries 
reserved for them alone, as well as tvdn-elubs, special movies and theatrical 
performances. '!'h1s has been done to some degree in Italy and results in better 
co-operation in medical and psychological studies. Dr. Gedds.'s complete 
program would include: 
a. World birth registry of twins. 
b. Keeping of epecial records by hospitals, doctors, 1nstructors, and 
insurance companies. 
c. Setting up of otf'1ce and elinical facili ti&8 to permit standardized 
medical examination of large mmbera of trdns. 
d. F.stabl.1shm.ent. of twin study' centeN at schools of education and 
psyoholoU.14 
KINDS OF TWINS 
Fbr an introduction and to baYe sound basis for a oonsideration of the 
kinds of twins it is desirable to quote a biologist. FbrED)8t 1n this area in 
twin studiea is H. II. Newman who says in P&!!oloSZ; £! ~. 
str!ctl7 spea1cing, twinning is twa1ning or two-ing - - the divi-
sion of an individual or an organ into two equivalent and more or less 
separate 1ndiYiduala or organs. The term dichotomy is almost a perfect 
synonym for twi:rm1ng tor it means literally a process of division into 
two parts. - - - since tw1nning is e8sentiall1' a eli v!.sion of one into 
two, we are not justified in retaining within the category of t1dns any 
cases in which tRio individuals have originated from two germ cells 
14~ec1al ~lLts ¥mr~,r Twins, (Wash. 00, 1954), anon. rev., Science ~ La er,J (00 ber I , l)O:217. 
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originally separate. In this narrower sensea. therefore, twinning proper 
is always mono-zygotic or one-egg twinning.l,:, 
But as this was written in 1923, we can see that Newman's contention has 
received little acceptance. Vle still include in the twin category fraternal 
twins, un-like, same or different sexed children bom at about the same time. 
And as has been stated, the fascination of twins is such that some parente of 
these obvious:L..f n"aternal. twins attempt to treat the pair as one. Fortulllte1y 
this practice is un-common and receives little sy.mpatqy from schools which, 
whenever possible in placement practice, separate them as they do siblings, 
which is realJ.y what the.v are; same-age siblings, of as different heredity as 
brot,hers and/or sisters. 
'!'he 39th Yearbook of the National Societz!E.t ~ study.2! Fducation 
contains a .fhlJ. chapter (VIII) by Cart.er on "Ten Years of Research on 'l'wins", 
f'rom which we will draw in reporting similar and related studies in the next. 
chapter. In regard to kinds of twins Carter classifies two; monozygotic 
(identical), and dizygotic (fraternal), and points out that in onl;r two to three 
per cent of the cases is it diff'loult to determine which are which. Palm prints 
and .finge%" ridges and prints aid diagnosis, as does the obstetric method.. a 
study of the fetal membranes to detennine the l1WIi>er of placenta, chorion coats; 
and amniotic sacs. But these methods of classifying are fallible. other 
methode used include study ot iris pigmentation, blood agg1utirdzation, and 
microscopic capillary diagnosis. In older twins hair on the hands may aid 
determ1.nation. Carter concludp.s that the beat procedure is a varlety of the 
10 
above methods to get a correct diagnosis, but he atates, "The general apres.io 
of similarity based upon inspection is a valuable subjeotive extension of the 
resemblance-prObability method.,,16 
We have used this general impression of s1m1lari ty based upon inspection 
selecting cases in Ohapter III following. 
An interesting newer view on the ldnds of twins suggesting a third type is 
advanoed by Slater and Shields. They call it oocytic twinning. In this 
phenomenon the twin arises from the fertilisation of a single ovum and its polar 
body by two separate spermatuoa. 'fh1s could oonoeivably g1 ve rise to t., 
individuals we would class as fraternals, bIlt who have an identical heredity 
nake-up on the mothel"s aide but who are no mol'e alike than ordinary bJ"Others 
and sisters in the gftlle8 they take troa theiJ" father. From this bypothes1s 
Slater faPlaina the atter of inheritance in twinning} that is. that the 
tendency to twinning l"'Iln8 in ftlmil1es, bit that there 1s no relative excess of 
cd. tber urdovular or binowlar twine.1? 
Such double-fertilization, of the owaand its polar body by two spt!ll'llf 
could occur, because at that very point in cell-division a lag in the p1'Qcess 
has been obael"V'ed which 80me biologists contend is what causes the more usual 
twaiD1ng referred to above. .As cell eli vision resumes atter the lag something 
causes the diohotoDG' resulting in identical twins. Perhaps when the study of 
oocytic twinning has progressed further we will have a better understanding of 
16 Oarter, p. 2$$. 
1?n1ot Slater and James Shields, P~tiC and Neurotic Illnesses in 
Twins. Medical Research Counell Speeialrt Serres 1o. ~1S, (r::onaon 1~3) I 
p. 3a~. 
11 
11ke and different oharaoteristios in fraternals. explaining how in some faoets 
they are nearer in resemblance to idantioals than to siblings. 
No twin treatise would be complete without ref .. ence to the tamous Dione 
Quintuplets, and we are indebted to Blat. tor Collected Studies $1. ~ .. Di;;;.;o .. n-.e 
Qtlints. All who have studied than now ooncur that "- - - BiologicaJ.:q speald.ng 
the Dione Quinta are an identical set, all from a single fertilized egg, there-
fore of the same heredity. (In their training) - - - an attempt 'WaS made to 
keep surroundings (environment) identioal too. But despite these two factors, 
each child is unique. 'rhey- d1tf'er in sise, foot prints, etc., but to the 
casual observer they look alike. 0nl7 quints themselves can unmistakenly tell 
one from another. '!'hey are more easily distinguished from each other by t..lteir 
parents and attendants by their actions than by their looks. ,,18 
This perhaps gives us a k.,- to what our treatment ot t1d.nsat home and in 
sehool should be. !he discernible differences are in the more important area ot 
action than the leas important, appearance. They ohance to look alike from 
inheritanoe blt em1ronment petmlts them to grow different in other respects. 
One fIlrther interesting oondition mate which will be reported here under 
kinds ot twins rather than later with other studies. !his oondi t:i.on results in 
a part-twin relationship existing between some .t':raternals oalled iwDan chimeras. 
To the botanist a chimera is III plant combining growths of different genetic 
make-up - - result of grafting usually. Bri tish medical scientists are discover. 
ing human ohimel"UJ one person has some of the body' cells of another" invariably 
lBw. F .. Blatz !!!!" Colleot~ Studies .2!llb!. pione S9!ntuplet,sJ (Toronto 
1937) p. 34. 
l2 
a twin. A Mrs. W, age twent,...mne, mother of two, has b1ood-type 49 per oent 0, 
51 per cent A. Her fratema1 twin brother has 61 per cent A, 39 per cent o. 
Her husband and ohildren are type O. Miss W, age twenty-one, has 99 per cent 0, 
1 per cent At. Her twin brother has 86 per oent A, 14 per oent O. Spec1al1sts 
agree that there must have been oonnections between the plaoental blood vessels 
in eaoh pair. Unlike 1n cattle, chi.meriam 1n humans does not oause sterility. 
As between idctioa1 twine sld.n grart.s between ohimerioa1 twins should "take" 
permanently. 19 
Though this discOTe:ry may be of l1m1ted s1gn1t1canoe edueationa1l7, the 
very faot of its discovery portends a re-awakened interest 1n the twinning 
phenomenon. If thie intereet grows and Dr. Gedda t s ideas gain acceptance, that 
1s that the sc1entitio studJ" ot tw:l.ne is em1nentl.7 wortb-whUe, pe:rhaps doctors 
attending multiple births will be more oaretul to preserve evidence and record 
data regarding cond! tiona observed, number of plaoenta, and undeweloped fetuses. 
Though we may then come no closer to sol v1ng the nature-nurture oontroversy, we 
will have a olearer understanding of the likenessee and differenoes in twine, 
oome to respect eaoh's indiv.tdual1ty, and provide more suitable educational 
experienoes for them, separate~ if that seems best. 
Hered1t7 - environment, instinct - habit, predeterminative - epigenetic, 
nature - nurture, the oontroversy still rages though not nearly as v.to1ently as 
between the world -re when medioal SCientists, psyohologiata, and educators 
19Ffuman Chimeras. (New York 1957), anon. rev. Time, (July 15, 1957), 93. 
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were one 2.t the other, naturitea or nurturitea. Gesell writes, If If the 
instincts of an organism were onl;r tinted pink and the babi ts robin-egg blue, as 
Lloyd ).{organ whimsiaall.y wished. then we might batter grasp the relationship of 
20 
nature and nurture, of endcmment and environment." 
But we should start with Galton who so inextricably interwove twln studi .. 
wi th this controversy' that perhaps progress to :more practical solntion was de-
layed. According to Slatera 
One of the f'IlDdamental pl'Obl8JD8 in arrr analysis of lmman beha'V1or 
is to weigh the relative effects of heredity and environment and to de-
cide how tar man's nature is the inescapable corollaJ.Y of his genetic 
inheritance and how :tar it is the result of' the ftried experiences which 
he has undergone since birth. It was Galton, the founder of scientifio 
genetics, who first saw that a step to-rds solving this problem. would be 
to eamine a sm. of twins of both the binovular and uniovular klnd. 
'!'he rationale of this tJP. of work, which has been great~ developed 
since Galton's time, rests 11'1 the fan that a pair of so-called "identical" 
twins develop from a single fertilized 0'VWll and therefore share a common 
set of genee. This identical genetical. irlheri tance mu.st neceuari17 ~ 
them more alike, in all ways in which genes playa part, than are 
bintrfUlar twins, who need resemble one another genet1~ no more than do 
ordinary brothers and sisters. Where differences do OCcur between the two 
membera of an "iderntical." twin pair it is the em:b."oDlent 'Which is 
responsible. studies on t1dn8 thus provide unique opportunities for 
oond't:ta1:1ng oontl'oUedillYeatige.tions on man, and. of weightng, as Galton 
said, tin just scales the eftects of Nature and Nurture' .21 
It is notewortby that Galton env1.eaged twin studies as bIlt a !l!£ toward 
solving this contro'V'er8;y, a way to weigh relative causes of behavior, not a 
technique by which one ~ the other could be shatm to be the sole, or at least 
predominant cause. JfaJv" steps have been taken in the eighty-five years since 
2°Arnold Gesell and Helen 'l'hompson, "'!'he Method of Oo-'1'win Control", 
Seience. XCV, (JIa;y 1, 1942), 4h8. 
21glater and Shields, pp. h46-7. 
Galton, but "Nevertheless the question of' the relative contributions of' heredity 
and enVironment to the causation of the differences between persons remains one 
ot the outstanding unsettled problems of the Soience of' Man. tt22 
In aeveral1nstancee it is apparent that various interpretations result 
from the same stu~. Dr. rall'TI&M, famous tor his stud;y of 7000 pairs of' twins 
whioh he and his associatea tracked do1m over a twe1'l't7-eix year period oonoludes 
tlat, ItGenera~ speak:S.ng, the organism is produced by the interaction of two 
v1rtua.l..ly inseparable toroes - heredity' and environment. - - - While environ-
ment(al) influences are no less essential than those arising from heredity, they 
can take ettect onl,y within the l.im1ta Bet by the genetic constitution of the 
organism.·23 
An account of this same study by amt 1mpl1es that it shows weighting in 
favor of herediv o'Ver environment, and is therefore in d1aagreement with most 
24 
scientists and therefore wid~ en tioi.. What lhnt f'ails to rEPort is that 
the study is specific ~ther than general, having to do prinei~ with seTere 
mental illness} it 1s this particular .ftlcet. of behavior which Kallmann, unlike 
others, believes to be more inherited than a rew.lt of environment. In Chapter 
II will be reported in more detail ltaJJmann's contribution, parti~:q his 
development of the tw1n-f~ technique. 
'!'he stu~ of F.reean, Newman, and Holllinger in 1931, otten referred to as 
22Rlchard If. Osborne and Frances V. DeGeorge, Genetic Basis of' Mogh-
ologioa1 Var1at1o.~1 (Cambridge 195'9), f'oreward by ThGOdosious '15abz""Em; • 
- 23Frana J. l'aJ.lmann, Hered1tl in Health and Mental Disorder, (New York 
1953), 36. --
24Morton M. Hunt, t'Dr. Kallmann's 7000 Twins", satur$i& ~ Post, 
(November 6, 1954), 227-20-1. 
lS 
the classic study of twins, also meets criticism. The general ~ose of this 
study was to secure evidence on the extent to whioh the oharacter1st.1cs of lmman 
beings, especiall7 their ability and behavior, are determined by their genetic 
consti tu ti on and. the extent to which these charaoteristios are influenced by the 
conditions of the environment. Ms _s the popular approach in that period, to 
weigh the relatift effects. Principally from the interpretation of the data, 
but partly by compromise of views between the biologist, the psychologist, and 
the statistician, they concluded that, "forms of beba:vior exist which are 
determined largeq by the original character of the orpnism - - - forms of 
behavior whioh constitute the adjustment of the individual to his environment, 
on the other band, are on a higher level of per.t'brmance, which is the product 
of both the organism and the environment interacting". 2S When these various 
forme of behavior are broken down these authors conclude that there is a 
sliding scale of responsibility, that genetio constitution determines pl:\Ysical 
traits in greatest degree, then intelligence, achievement, and finally person-
ality, more a result of emironmental conditions. 
McNemar disagrees with the oonclusions of all three authors. He oontends 
that ma.ztV poei tlve statements are Ul')oooSUpported by the data, and distorted by 
the statistioal manipulations. He grants on4r that the study shows that in the 
case of four pairs of separated twins reared in really different environments, 
their intelligence was different} that this fact can neither be ignored by the 
2SH. H. lewman, F. N. F.foeeman, and K. J. Holsinger, Twinst ! study £! 
Heredi ty and I!m1ronm.ent, (Oh10ag0 1937), 334. 
-_ ........ _-----
26 naturi te, nor deemed crucial by the curturl te. 
16 
We must conclude in view of all this fence-straddling that the controversy 
still exists, that name-ealling doesn't help, "that no definite law can be 
posited as to the relative potenay of 'nature and nurture', or of the pre-
determinati ve Versus the epigenetic factors of development. Rve1"j" character 
evidently has a genetic basts in the zygote, but the exact expression of the 
character is dependent upon developmental or epigenetic faotors that vary in 
each c88e".21 
2~nn UcNEIDAr, rev. of II. H. Newman, F. H. Freeman, and K. J. Holsinger, Twins I A ~ of Heredi~ and T.ilTdronment. (Chicago 19)1), Psypho1ogical lIimt:tn~ ~oruii1bUs 1 BJ,2n!3. 
21 H. H. Newman, !!!! Bioloq 2! '!'wine, (Chicago 1911), 179. 
CHAPTER n 
RELA1'Im SWDIE8 
Nowhere in the 11 terature is reported a study which shows the ettect on 
academic achievement of separating tur1.ns in school classes. 'l'his chapter 'Will 
report some somewhat similar studies and some whioh are related wMcll may bear 
'. 
on this problem. Here, as in the preceding chapter, the emphasis will be on 
true (identical) twins, but for comparison it is he1p:tUl to consider also 
studies 'Which inel.ude data on f"ratemals. Al.so .. lIIImJ' of the studies include 
interpretations of data on several characteristics, as mental and pba'sica1, and. 
80 will be cited ~ once under one ot the sub-headings in this chapter. 
These are, ot course, the more obvious characteristics, the easiest to 
measure, and interestingly the ones in which identical twins are most alike. 
Alike that is to the naked eye, to the more casual observer, not to the biol-
ogist in the laborato17 as he counts friction r.ldges, nor even to the parmt as 
he idmtifies, more often than not, one .t'roJn the other in photographs. Galton 
reports a case in whioh an identical twin spoke to herself in a mirror think1.ng 
1 it her sister" but this is not usually the case. 
lotmston, p. 4. 
17 
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iJonozygots are genetically identical, therefore always of the same aex. 
since sex is determined by the genes. So we are justified in saying that one-
egg twins are alike in sax, the 'Very same. identical. Besides sex" we know that 
heredity determines eye and hair color, body structure, some disease suscepti-
bill ty, and perhaps longevity. So in these and other inherl tables twins may be 
the very same, or so nearly so that alikeness 1l'A.y be claimed. But in some of 
,these characteristics, and in mar.ty others more affected by nurture" there is 
just similarity, thcN.gh always more in degree than between fratemals and 
siblings, and these l.1keneaaes persist throughotlt life. 
5npport for these contentions came as MJ"~ as the 27th Yearbook of the 
~.at1ona.l Bocietz for the ~ So! Fducation in which Tallman reports that tf - _. 
(3) Identical twins are always of the aame aex, are strild.ngl:y sud lar in form 
2 
and feature, and JIIlch allke in 'mental characteristics". Gesell'a comparisons 
of mental and ph,ysioal tre.its of one pair (of identical.e) showed a reaarkable 
degree of correspondence in p~ea1 and mental constitution. 3 
And twelve years later in the 39th Yearbook, National 8OCietz.!2t!!!! !tugz 
of Fducation. 1I'hen next the nature-nurture problem was reviewed, carter stated 
that the major contribution of the work of N...-n. Freeman, and Holzinger is 
that pb;ya1oa1 traits are least affected by environment, that abill t1' and achieve 
ment are more affected, and that traits of personal.1ty are most affected. 
Carter also gives data from correlation studies of twin res_lances showing .9S 
201adys G. TalJman, "A Comparative $tu~ of Identical and Non-Identical 
Twins with Respect to Intelligenoe Resemblances", 27th Yearbook, NBSE, (Bloom-
ington, 1928), pg. 83. 
3 Ibid., oiting Gesell, p. 8u. 
-
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for identical twins in height, cephalic index, and muiber of friction ridges, 
compared to .60 for fraternal twins, and cites tests of motor skUls by McNemar 
with correlation of .79 for idEmticals and .43 for f:raternals. 4 
Dr. Kallman, to whom earlier reference has been made, in studies of two-
thousand pairs of twins over age sixty, has ooncluded that twins resemble each 
ot.her as much in old age as they did in infancy. 5' This support for the con-
clusions of Navman, Freeman, and Jblzinger cited above substantiates that in-
her! ted characteristics persist, and its corrol.ar;y that those characteristics 
which persist are inher1 ted. 
Newman, writing in 1923, gives support to the popular impression "that in 
human twins one is usually stronger and more vigorous than the other ......... who 
is the dominant member of the combination."6 Does this usual difference in 
strength and 'Vigor, resulting in a dominance of one, negate the claim. of like-
ness in p~cal characteristics? This writer thinks not - - - that rather the 
early'difference inatrength, a ~oal character:1etic, is due to crowded pr 
natal conditions, and that it is later almost entirely elim.1nated when, during 
the early post.-nata1 years tood, exercise, and other intluencing environmental 
oondi tlons, practical.ly' alike, perm! t both twins to develop structurall.y in 
accord with their identical heredity. During this catching-up period for the 
weaker twin, 1Ih11e personalities are developing, more dependent upon environmen 
heart.er, p. 245. 
5 Joe McCarthy, "All About Twins", Readers Digest, (November 195'3), 
6 Newman, p. 135. 
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than heredity, the stronger may show more vigor and become the dominant one of 
the pai1". 'l'b1s h3P0thcs could be tested if studies of identical pairs in-
cluded data on birth weight as an indicator of strength resulting .from more 
favorable pre-natal blood supply. 
Nest in likeness to structUl"Al characteristics in identical twins which 
gives the "look-aJ.ikeness", is the marked degree of similarity of mental char-
act.ortstics. There have been man:r studies which bear this out, none which 
refute it. Some of these studies which COJ.IJP&re identicals with fraternals and/ 
or with singletons indicate that monoBnota suffer intellectually somew:bat, 
usually attributed to their higher incidence of prematurity. 
Husen, a Swedish investigator, in a prel1m1nary report says: 
the present investigation, whtch is a prel1m1nary report of a larger 
study', concerns :the ability of twins on group intelligence tests and in 
terms of .chool arka. The subjects are male twins born between 1928-32 
(Are 1S-19). Complete teat data and lO}X)Ol marks were available for 907 
pUre. The tw1na bad a mean test score 0.25 sigma below that of the 
corresponding popula;t1on of singletons. The same f1nding applies to the 
school 1IArks. The difference resulted JDOstq from the greater proportion 
of twins with low IQ's which may possiblT be related to the higher in-
cid_c. of prematurl t7 in twins. 'lhe tntra-pair correlations on the 
~.nt~lligence te,ts were .90 for the identical compared to .70 for the 
fpaternAl ones. O· . 
Tallants comparative study' referred to earlier was designed to "compare 
differences in intelligent quotient ratings of sibl.inge ( a term introduoed. by 
Karl Pearson to denote brothers and sisten in same 1'8m.1l.y - a single birth 
unit) f'room one to four years a~ chronologically, with those of twins, and 
secondly, to stuC\Y the difference in IQ ratings in twins appearing very much 
7TGrsten Husen, Ps:ypholos!oal Abstracts (stockholm, Sweden) Vol. 29-655-699i 
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alike and those appearing difterent.- - Identical tw.1.ns are - - - moh alike 
in tmental oharacteristics,". 8 She reviews earlier studies giving Themdike'. 
1905 results on fifty pairs, age mne to fourteen, that, based on tests of six 
mental tNi tS, the resemblance of twins is roughly twice that of ord.1nary sib-
lings, and Merriman.s 1924 study' of 200 pairs which showed that twins suffer no 
intellectual handicap, .. conclusion in con£l1ot with other's f1nding8, and then 
her arm test findings and results presented below in table form. 
TallJMft gave The Stanford-Binet to seventy-two families of 199 ohildren and 
158 pairs of twins in New York public and private schools, ra:ngtng in age from 
three to twent,...three. Teating ot twins or siblings in one ~ was done the 
same daYI 
GFOUP 
Sibl.irigs 
Twins (all) 
S1bl1ngs, 2 years apart or lea 
Fraternal, boy-girl twins 
Like s_ twins (all) 
Identical twins 
Non-identical twins 
TABLE 
AVE. DIY. Ij.Di 
7.07 
11.96 
.8.48 
6.42 
>.08 
7.37 
'l'hf')qe reeults indicate that by intelligenoe quotient ratings twins are 
about twice as moh alike as are siblings, that bO)"-girl twins resemble sibling 
results more than twin. in like-sex twins, those which look alike test more 
nearly alike than those which look diatinotly different (not shown in table). 9 
Carter's 39th Yearbook National Sooiet:r!.2! ~ Studz2!. Education review 
8Tallman, p. 83. 
9Ibid., pp. 8.$-86. 
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contains two further interesting references to twins' mental characteristics I 
he cites the intensive study of twins reared together done on the Dione 
Quintuplets by Blat. who reported - - - "Some indication that multiple births 
may be more retarded menta~ than single", due he thinks to the fact that pre-
maturi ty is more common, and a correlation study of twin resemblances on in-
10 
tel11genee quotients giving .85 tor identical. and .55 for t.raternals. 
Additional support for the theais that twins have lower IQ's than the 
general school population can be seen from the tables and conclusions of Ruth 
Byrns. In 1933 she administered th& Henman-Nelson Test of Mental Ability, form 
B, to 59,559 high school students in WisconsinJ of these 26,883 were seniors 
and 32,676 were sophomores. In the total there numbered 188 pairs of twins, 
f"ltt.y pairs of opposite Ie (definitely fratemal), fi.f'ty-nine pairs of boys, 
and seventy-nine pairs of girls. 
Percentile 
9&>106 
80-89 
70-19 
60-69 
50-59 
40-49 
30-39 
20-29 
10-19 
0-9 
Median 
All Twins 
23 
37 
24 
28 
52 
20 
64 40 
41 
47 
31& 
39.38 
10 Carter, p. 216. 
Table I 
~ 
14 
6 
11 
18 
8 
18 
8 
11 
17 
m 
46.25 
Girls , 
11 
12 
11 
lS 
11 
,30 
22 
17 
22 
156 
,36.00 
Unl1.ke 
B 
11 
6 
6 
18 
4 
14 
11 
12 
10 
150 
47.50 
All T'w1ns Boys 
Girls 
Unlike 
Number of Pairs 
l~~ 
79 
~O 
Table II 
Coett. of Cor. 
:~~ 
.6h5 
.423 
23 
FE 
-
Conclusions. 
1. Med1an test percentile ot 376 twins is more than ten points lower than for all high school students tested. The same is true for 1st and 3rd quartiles. 
2. One lm.ndred and f'i.rt;y-e1ght both girl twins are fourteen points lower than all bigh sohool stUdents. 
3. One lmndred. eighteen both-boy twins are ten points above girl twins. 
h. Unlike-sex twins have highest median percentile. 
~. Girl twins re.em~ eaoh other most, unlike-sex twins resemble eaoh other leaat. 
So, despite the single stud;r ot )(er1man, there seems to be a pre-ponder:moe 
-A' of' evidenoe that identical twins are below the median in intelligence quotient, 
and universal agreement that true twins are about trlce as alike in intelligenoe . 
as are traternala or siblings ot the same f'amil,y, indicating that this oharaoter 
istio, like p!TJre1que and appearance, 121 more ~ture-caU8ed than nurtured. 
There is a remarkable dearth of' scientifio evidenoe in this area, pro'babq 
because it is more diffieu.lt to measure, and because measuring it is a more 
recent psyohological interest. It has been noted that Blatz, who oollected IIftlch 
oomplete studies of the Dione quintuplets, stated that the f'irls were ttMo~ • .' 
ali 
llRuth Byrns, "The Mental Ability of Twins", School and Sooiexz. Vol. ho No. 1038, (Nov. 17, 1934), 671-612. 
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easily distinguished from each other by their parents and attendants by their 
aotions than their looks."12 AoUons whioh made these identioal girls unique 
were personality produoedJ indeed these studies showed that slight initial 
differences in personality magnif'ied nth growth. 
'!'hese findings ooincide with those of Newman, Freeman, and Holzinger that 
personality differences are most affected by environment, ·and so we may conclud 
that in this respect identical twins are leas alike than pb1'sical.ly and 
mentallJr .13 
Braoken, writing on mutual intimacy in twins concludes "There is a higher 
degree of intimacy in terms of l1ldng, rl valry', and a feeling of individual 
superiori ty between identical twins than between fraternal twioo" .14 It tm18t 
be oonoluded that this mutual intimacy is even less among Siblings,. and less 
still, then, among class-mates. So, in identical twins, exists the severest 
1K' 
rivalry, deapite the lild.ng, due to the likeness •. Children it wonld therefore 
seem are threatened mat when llkeness is greatest, alJoost as if they realize 
that when so tna.n7 things are equal, comparison is more fair. Certainly it is 
true they are subjected more to oomparison with each other than are other 
children of the same family of sohool class. Teachers know how frequently 
parents of siblings oompare their abil1ty, aohievements, and interests, they are 
even more prone to do so of identical twins, a prime argument for affecting 
their separation in classes. 
1213latz, p. 348. 
13Newman, Freeman, and Holzinger, p. 3$3. 
14 H. Bracken, "Mutual. Intimacy ill Twins", PS12holoSical -1.b~traots, VIII 
(1934) J 557. 
'rbis provides an interesting paradox. twins t very' likeness breeds a com-
pet1 tion which both can tt win. It is rblDllrkab1e that in the laoe of this con-
stant threat twins are more intimate, more congenial. 15 
MmtAL DISEASE AND DmcImoy 
From the ma.ny'studies reported by medical scientists on disease among twins, 
here will be reviewed only a few of those whioh have more educational than 
medical significance. These seem to this wr1 ter to show that nature plays a 
bigger role than bas been conmonly supposed, if not bigger than nurture. 
Carter, reporting on abnormalities in twins, states that a wide range ot 
stud! es usually show that identioal twins are more similar than are fratemals 
or siblings in plVsioa1 deteots, 0rim1nal1ty'. disease histories, psychoses, and. 
in speoii'1o symptoms, onset, and development of disease. He further cites a 
stnttr by Hollinger in whioh the lVoodworth-Mathewa test to determine neurotio 
tendency showed correlation tor ident1.eals of .56 and for .fraternals of .37.16 
Drs. Berg and Kirman, Pblmtaints Hospital, London, found that among 1390 
mental defectives receiving care in that area about 6 • .4% were members of twin 
pairs, whereas twins make up but 2.l~ of the general. population. The reason for 
this greater 1no1dence of mental deficienoy reng1ng f.rom idiocy to subnormal 
leam!ng ab1.11t;y is unknown. They :fUrther found that the second bam is more 
often (61$ of the t1me) mentall;y defective, and. that the second-hom 1s also 
more otten still-bom. !bis latter tact is dne, they think, to the gr-eater. rial! 
15 Carter, p. 250. 
16.tbid., p. 33S. 
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in mltiple births. For all births the st1ll-born rate is twent,r-three per 
-
thousand, tor twins f1fty-three per thousand. The single advantaee they found 
is that mngol1sm i8 six times mre cOl'llDOn in singletons than in twins.17 
It is interesting to contemplate the ef'fect upon the data of these studies 
and conel.us1ons reached if more coq')lete and accurate birth records were kept, 
as Dr. Gedda has urged. For if the twin still-born rate is dauble that for 
singletons based upon the present carelessly taken birth data, then are not many 
and probably -1\7' more, presumably singletons in reality ringle survivors ot 
twin-pai1"8, bearing the 1nher111ance c!aracteriatlcs which seem to show twins to 
be more susceptible to mental ailment? 
As waa stated in Chapter I in reference to the nature-nnrture problem, the 
m.dence hom Dr. Iral'MJlt,. 7000 'l'w1n ~ as reported b7 amt <iiaagreEts l'dth 
lIDSt scientists that env1ronmanta1 effects are greater cause than heredity of 
set"!ous mental illness. Af'ter twen~e1x years ot tracld.ng down, ldth the help 
ot fifteen assistants, thouaande ot twins, interri.m.ng them and their doctora, 
relatives and Mends, l'allman concludes that it is more heredity than 
18 
envil'OlDllent which causes menta11Uness. In a tollcm1ng seetion describing 
his tw!n-:f"alId.l;r technique rill ba c1. ted data to aubstantiate his claim. 
CO-TWIN CONTROL 
The champion of the co-t1dn control teohnique is Gesell, who with 'l'hompson 
began a study of identical twin girls in early infancy in 1927 and contirmed 
the study' for fourteen years. They state 
17 SciencE; !!!!. Letter, July 9, 1960, 78,22. 
18 lhnt, p. 21. 
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Growth is an irreversible process. In investigating the growth 
process we might like to train a child, and then compare him with what 
he 'WOuld have been if he bad not received the training. This cannot be 
doneJ there is no way to make the desired cOZIparison. But we may- study 
a pair of identioal twins nth just suoh ex>mp&risons ln mind. We ma7 
train one twin (T) experimentaJ.ly, and reserve the co-twin (C) as a con-
trol. C becomes a scientific kind of stand-ln-double for T. 
In this study the attempt 1V8S made to determine developmental correspond-
ence and developmental divergence as affected by training conflned to vn~ twin. 
The experiment, now become classic, was that of stair-cllmbing. At age forty-
six weeks T was trained dail¥ in climbing a five tread staircase. At t1.t\Y-two 
weeks she cl.iDbed in ~lx seconds. 0, at age of fif'tiy'-three weeks, 'With 
no prior training or experience, climbed in fb1"t7-fiw seconds. Then C was 
-
trained for two weeks. and so at 11.tty-£1ve weeks, she climbed in ten seconds. 
So C at .fiftyl-a_ weeks 111&8 far superior to t at fifty-two although T had been 
trained for seven weeks earlier and three times longer. At .fift,y-six weeks and 
again at t.hree )'Mrs their performances ..... e a:ma.z1nd.1' alike. they conclude, " 
co-twin (control) ls a synthetic standard of com.Arlson with a h1g~ equivale 
pre-natal and post-nrltal life career, except for divergenoiea whioh are 
experimentall;v oreated or naturalistical..l7 observed. • • • The method of oo-twi 
contz:ool pre-auppoaea one-egg twins of thoroughgoing s'milarity, with environ-
mental faotors held constant, e:lept for precisely defined or experlmentall3 
imposed differentiation.u19 
others have used this technique with the same results, strayer to study 
early and deferred vocabulary training, and H11gar..t for motor and memor;y p~ 
formanccs. This is, of oourse, essentially a clinical method and was used 
19 Gesell and 'l'hoq>son, p. 448. 
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extensiTe~ on eight hundred pairs of twins by the Russians in 1930 at the 
Ins1i1 tute tor Tw1n Research at the Ma:xim Gork,y Medico-Biolo Inst1 tute of 
Moscow. FUrther e'rldenee that differences noted in infancy persiSt, it 
identicalness is certain, comes from a report by Gesell and Thompson on the 
school experience of '1' and C. 
Educationall¥ thq ('l'and C) haTe bad somewhat different experiences, 
but equal opportunities, and in their school progress they baTe been 
about abreast. 'l'hey attended ldndergarten together and always went to the 
same school building. Thq were in separate schoclrooms in the first, 
second, tblrd, and fourth grades. For tour years one twin had a youngish 
teacher and the other a sombre, oldish teacher who regarded tardiness as a 
misdemeanor serious enough to wanant strapping. Day in and day out one 
twin was subjected to a difterent school clDate. This _s in ettect an 
unplanne4 aper1ment in dittarent1a1 training. There is no ev.Lelenae that 
this created at1Y' permanent pSYChological deviation to the ad'ftl'ltage or 
disad.'nntage ot 8i thaI" twin. 2l) 
We mrl)'" conclude f.rom all this m.dence that a pre-deter.m1nation is at lIOrk 
~k· 
in growth, at least in theae more JDl)tor aspects ot growth, 'which makes initial 
likeness_ persist deap1 te d1tterencee in training, that even as Newman and 
others have shown plv'aical traits persist SOt too, do such abilities. 
On:b" one report. that ot Iilnt on "p.!:. Kallman's 7000 ~If, reters to tbia 
teolmqiue, the twin-fam1~ method, which would seem to be, next to the co-twin 
control teebn1que which is stric1il1' clinical, the best way to gather data and 
express relationships as to the relati"Ve ettects ot herediw and environment. 
In this method data are gathered on twins, whether identical or fraternal, .!!!!! 
2°Arno1d Gesell and Helen Thompson, "Twins '1' and C from Infancy to Mol-
escence", Genetic ER;chclogz JlonotE!Ph, Vol. 24, (August 1941) •. 117-118. 
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all other siblings of the same parents, or parent in the oase of half brothers 
or si~ers, so that the fUll range rrom 100% common hered1 V as in identical 
twins, to 0% heredity, as in step-s1blings, exists in what is as nearly the I4D'1e 
environment as possible under natuN.l, not clinical, conditions. a ~ sit-
uation. And then, to go .further even, these data are coq>ared to those tor 
average people, !!2! of the same parentage or fam1ly, 80 the heredity' is ~ and 
the environment considerably different. Dr. Kallman in a study ot one thousand 
schizophrenic twins used this method with these results. 
Among average people, unrelated to the twins and :f'rom all various errvi~ 
onments, the obanee of this illness is 1$J among the step-brothers of the twins 
studied, not blood relatives but from the same tavr1ly, 2$, uv>ng bt.lf-brothers, 
one COlIIDOtl parent, same f"am1ly, 7%, among full-brothers, both parents COlmlC)D, 
same tam:1ly, lU'. forf'raternal twins, both parents common, same family, 14.5%, 
but for identical twins, identical heredity, same tam:Ll:y, 86.2%. 
About the -.' results came .from Dr. ltal1wn's stuctr of manic-depressive 
psychosis by this Itlethod, the chance for average people is ~J for fratemal. 
twins, 26.3%, but for identical twins, 95.7%. The conclusion seems indisputable 
thatl:1m"~tJr l1a.13~,,~jor ~11. i!lmen~~ ~~e~IIJ it seems to be linked with bio-
21 
chemical errors in our bodies more than with environmental conditions. Not 
even avowed envirol.aD'I1lt.al.1sts can claim that the faot, probably indisputable. 
that the nurture ot identicals is mre nearly like than for others, can account 
for the exceptionall1' h1gh incidence of 8e\1"ere mental illness in the other twin 
. of an identical pair it one is affected. ('1'heae studies do not indioate that 
2~, p. 21. 
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suoh ill'le8s is more oommon to twins than to others" but onJ.y that if one is 
-
affected. his identical's ohanoes of illness are far greater than for others). 
OTHER sromFS 
Helen Koeh, reporting in the ~ Yearbook !!,ational Soo1g !.2! ~ stuSt 
.2! F.ducation on a study of Siamese (joined) twins, states that though they 
shared eOllll1On heredity in all probability, their enviromnent was only similar, 
not identioal. On tests they' were 1II1ch more alike than were unrelated children 
of the same age.22 
Blat. and others, writing of the famous Dione Quintuplets" reported that 
they were slaw to develop, being prenature. There seems to be a positive 
oorrelation between pl\Ysical. development and intel11gence, but not eJlk)tions. 
'!'heir language development was slow as with aU !lI1l.tiplea, probably' because they 
were so well protected and so well served, and beoaUae they reoeiyed sooial 
satisfaction trom each other. 23 '!'here seems to be general agreement that tha 
pre-maturity more common to twins than singletons accounts in large degree for 
their oomparati ve slowness, and that the ftl7' closeness of identicals, sooial.ly, 
.4 
retards language development.· Tbis latter bellet is good cause for PE::rm1tting 
twins to each baYe their own Mends, their own toys, their om1 time with :par-
ents, and at scmol age their own different· class-mate&.¥ 
Newman, P'~I and Holsinger compared (1) identical and .fraternal twins 
reared in about the same environments, and (2) identical twins reared in d:tffe~ 
ent environments. In most of the trai tIS measured the identicals showed JlIloh 
22~len 101s KochLftA study' of a Pair of Siamese 'I'w1nstt , 27th Yearbook,NSSE 
Part I. (Bloomington lY.r!8)" Sec. II, pg. 7$. 
2.3BlatzJl P. 348. 
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higher correlations, in ph;vBical dimentions, intelligence, and educational 
achievement. 0nl.T in personality were identioal.e no more alike than traternals. 
A further 1mportant finding of their study is that identiea.ls become neither 
more nor less alike in p~cal and mental traits as they grow older, whereas 
fraternals, in mental traits do, but not Pltv'sically. Environment seems to aflea ~ 
mental and personality' development to a mch greater degree than pl\vsica1 growth 
For separeted twins the weight, intelligence, and achievement differences are 
greater, but height .. head m.easures, and soores on Woodworth-llathews ahown no 
. 24 
greater difference of signifloanoe. 
Osborne and DeGeorge studied one hundred thirty.one pairs o~: tv;iN', some 
monozygotic (MZ), some disygotic (DZ), to c~e what they termed concordance-
discordance in educational level. Their population consisted of: 
~:~ Male· 30 Female ho Tota1- 70 Male 10 Female 33 Total - h3 
Unlike sex: Total-18 
TABLE 
n Ooncordance Discordance % Discord. 
Monolnota 
lIale 30 28 2 6.67 
Female ho 37 3 7.$0 
1lS or > 1.14 
D1aygots 
Male 10 7 3 30.00 
Female 33 26 7 21.21 
li.r' -n- "!is' ~~.26 
Unlike a_ lB 10 8 hh.L4 
2Lwewman, Freemn, and Holzinger, p. 33$. 
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This uble indicates that monozygotic twins are more similar than dizygotic, 
presumably in the cOD'plex of temperament, interest, ability, and mtivational 
forces which are associated with educational. attainment. 2) 
•• 
25 Osborne and DeGeorge, p. 48. 
nm.ImTATION OF POPlTLATION 
CHAPl'ER III 
SELRC'l'ION OF CASFS AND 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Because of this writer's affiliation and familiarity with the Chicago 
Publio Sohools, and because placement and promotion praotices among these sohooll 
of the same a,stem. are more COlmllOn than might be the case if private, paroohial, 
or suburban pupils were inoluded, oases for study were soli 01 ted !:rom among 
those schools only. Fbr ezuple, all Chicago Public School pupils involved have 
been on a sem1-anmal plan unlike those of most other systems. 
Besides this organisational dif1'erenoes, other faotors innuenced this 
lim1t on population. The report card grading system using letters U, F. 0, and 
E is the same for all sohools f'rrom which the pupUs come, so direct comparison 
wi thout oonversion from other lett... or numerical grades is possible. The test. 
ing progN1D8, too, as tar aa time (grade level) of testing, tests used, and 
areas tested is more comparable between tbeae sohools. Intelligence and. achieve-
ment in reading and arithmetic are IMIluated period1~ ld. th standard.1led 
meaeurements according to a ci t,-wide schedule, and the testing within each 
school is done by adjustment teachers having about the same training, 80 that 
results may be compared between pairs, and/or between twins of the same pair witl 
reasonable reliabil1 ty. 
Another factor influencing this papulation limit ~~Ja.tQ~:rge 
( V l '~) . OY~LA • 33 UNIVEi~:~ 1"-·1 
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size enrollment-wise of the public schools. Because so JJIIUV' schools exceed 
eight-hundred pupil population there are in most several rooms at the same bal.t-
grade level which permits placement into one 01' S(ft'eral. groups; not possible in 
smaller schools. 
As the object of the statistical study" is to determine it twins achi_e 
differently apart than together it was deemed. best to study cases hom the 
eighth grade because br that time in school more scores and grades 'WOuld be 
available and there 19&8 more chance that pupils bad been in different classeIJ 
than their twin. At eigbth grade level. according to enrol.l.ment figures there ar ~ 
over 2$,000 pupils in the Chicago Public Sohoola.1 This woul.d indicate that at 
that level alone there are Pl"Obab1l" over two-hundred e1gbt7 pairs of twins, .trom 
sevent,. to ninety-a'ft identical in kind. For gradee one to eight in Chicago 
Public Schools popo.lation of cver 360,000 pupils, identicals oomprise aver one 
thousand pairs, a lAirge enough segment to warrant special consideration in 
determining beet placement. 
COLLPnTION OF DATA 
c . 
Having decided to {limit the population to identical twins in eighth grade):1 
, , 
the Chicago Publio Schools, permission was received trom the Special Projects 
Committee of the Chicago Board of F.dt1eaUon to illVentory the e1ementar,y schools 
by questionnaire to discover cases and then to solicit data from the schools 
which responded atfirmati ve1y. !he 1m. t1al questionnaire in the form of a doubL 
post card was maUed to three hundred-e1ghty--:f'1 ve schools. Addressed to the 
school principal, the card indicated the above mentioned approval and asked if 
lchicago Board of Fduoation, Facts ~ F1W!f.t Sept. 1960, p. 12. 
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the school had any- eighth grade identical (look alike, same sex" occasionally 
mistaken for each other) tw.l.ns, reply' to be made on the attached" stamped, 
addressed card, indicating the l'IlD1ber of pairs, if an;y, and 'W1.l1ingness to c0-
operate in the study by completion of a questionna1re. Three hundred and forty--
eight (m) responded tothts first request. (Appendix I). A. second request 
was made then of the th11"'ty'-aeven schools 1Vh1oh had not replied, oonsisting ot a 
remS.nder letter quoting the earlier comDl.1.l11oation and asld.ng response on an 
enclosed post card. (A.ppendix II). Tbirty schools responded to tMs second 
plea bringing returns to three lmndred and H't'~ght, over ninety-eight per 
oent. No ta.rther solioitation was made ot the seven sohools which repl:l.ed to 
nat ther requeat. 
Of the three hundred sevem:.,.e1ght schools responding, fort,..aix had no 
eighth graders, being primary sohools. two hmdred and eighty-tlve had. no 
identical twins, at least not recognisable as such, in eighth gradeJ one school 
had been olosed. and two tad not yet been opened to students. Tb:lrty-e1ght 
schools reported one pair and six sohools reported two pairs of twins who seemed 
to meet the requiranents, a total. of tlfty pairs from the 2,,000 eighth graders 
then in the Chicago Publio Schools. '1'h1s DllDber was somewhat lower than was 
estimated, but SEt'V'eJ'&l factors probably' ..... e at work to reduce the return. Bad 
the initial request aeked for the inclusion of pain if one or both were then in 
-
eighth grade a f. more cues might have been t'ound.. But more were probably' not 
included 'Who were simp~ not identit1ed, who resembled. each other les8 than is 
eoDDnOl\ to identieals. And probably, too, &D'>ng some of the respondees who 
reported negatively' there may have been some pairs not reported for lack of 
concern in the study. 
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A blank questionnaire, a completed sample quetStionnaire (Appendix III), and 
stamped return envelope with eover letter were then sent to the fortYl-Six school 
having the fifty pairs reported, and upon receipt of the completed forms, of the 
f1ft.y pairs reported, there were f\1rther losses, t.wo pairs transte!'!"ed to 
another sohool and the form could not be completed, four pairs were of unlike 
sex and therefore not identical, fOur pairs had been in Chicago only one 
semester and there were, therefore, inadequate records of tests and gradesJ and 
tinally, two pairs of foreign birth were eliminated from oonsideration due to 
language handicap whioh would have made oomparisons invalid. (Appendix IV). In 
all, then, data on thirt,-e1ght pairs of probably identical tw.1ns in eighth 
grade are included in the statistical stud)r. 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The questionnaire, o~leted by principal or adjustment teacher 1'rom 
OWIIl11attve record cards of twins, inoluded the following information. school, 
twin's initials, birth oerti.f'1cate mmber, sc, present grade level, IQ's, 
report card grades in reading and arithmetiC, achievement test scores in reading 
and arithmetic, deportment (conduct) gredes, indication of any ohanges in school 
record of whioh grades were in same or different classes, record of any repeated 
or slctpped grades, and signature of person who reoorded the data (Appendix III). 
8F.X DISTRIBUTION 
Of the thirty-eight pairs, twent,-four are female, tOl1rteen male. '1'hi.s 
pre-ponderance of girl twins follows the pattern found. by most studies, though 
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for some undetermined reason, 1n other than twin mltiple births the ratio is 
2 
reversed. In con.f11ct with Blat. who found that in multiple b1rths the 
proportion of males 1s lower than in single births, is the research of Niohols 
who studied over seven hundred thousand pairs and found that the ratio among 
1dentioals _s tlTelve to eleven favoring males.3 So even in tltls simplest 
regard there is no def1n1 te answer upon which studies agree. 
BI Rl'H ORtn;;R 
In twenty-four of the thirt~e1ght oases birth certit1cate rumbers are 
recorded. It may be assumed that com.on practice IllOOng attending doctors at 
1'IIlltip1e births is to assign the lower mmber to the first born. Fbmrver, even 
among such few ca.es as here reported is one in which mmbers are !'!!2. apart, 
perhaps indicative of a third birth who My not bave survived, or who may not 
haVe been reported by the school, and another case w.1 th eleven intervening 
numbers, perhaps due to a longer than normal interval between the twin births, 
and stin another in which the same rmmber is recorded. 
-
For twenty of the twent~four cases IQ _s measured for both twins during 
the same grade from two to five times in the eight years. A comparison of 
the::t·.J s!v.r-rs that in ten cases the first bam bas a higher average and in ten 
cases a lower than the second bom. Average IQ of all f':1rst born 18 99.21, and 
~latz at al, p. 40. 
3 Newman at al. p. 71. 
tor the second born, 99.29. In only four eases 1s the average IQ of one twin 0 
a pair lOOre than five points d1.tterent. In only one oase in whioh there were 
more than two measures, sixteen of the twenty-, is there consistency in high .. 
score tor one twin over the other in !!! measures, and that case represent. the 
greatest difference, nine points on the average, between twins. The coeft.le1 
of oorrelation of intra-pair IQ's tor theae twenty- cases is .92 (Appendix V) 
'This analysis of birth data substantiates the probability that these cues 
are identicals. is in accord. with the flndings of Iltsen and Tallman cited. 
earlier (pg. 19), and that insign1.f1cant difference in ability' favors either 
birth order. ms factor should not, therefor, be a cri terJ.an used by sohool 
adm1rd.crtrato1"8 in placement. 
Evidence of the normal! ty of the group can be seen in .Appendix VI, .. study 
of central values of the intelligence quotients ot aU th:1rty-eight pairs which 
shows a mean ot 101, a median ot 100, and a DIXie ot 99. 
CLASS mS'lBlBJ1'ION 
Elewen pairs of the th1r1i)r-e1ght have been in the same cla8"es throu.ghout 
-
all half-grade" reported, sU:teen semeaters in most cases, twelve in several. 
Flve pairs have been in different olaaa_ all semeaters, ranging from f1£teen to 
seYenteen. The other twe!l't1-two pairs have been in classes together and apart, 
ranging from fifteen same and one differer.~· to one same and sixteen different. 
Since semi-annuaJ. placement was the practice for this population the table is in 
semesters. (Appendix VII). Further analysis ot these figures shows that among 
eases in which twins are sometimes together, sometimes apart, more otten (one 
bmdred eight~eight semesters to one hundred .f1.tty-s1x) they' are in the same 
class. These totals added to those tor pairs a.1wae together or apart show that 
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it is more common practice to place them together, sixty per cent of the time. 
/! study of the grades given in deportment (conduct) seem to indicate that a 
factor not unlike the "halo effect" is operati va. Teachers tend to gi-.e 
identicaJ.s the same grade in deportment even though this aspect of their school 
life is probably more personality caused than it is physical or mental. And we 
will rememer that in this tra1 t twins are probably least e.lika. '1'he follo'ldng 
chart shows the l'JIlJDber of semesters in which twins recei"f'ed the same or differen 
grades in conduct, divided according to whether they were in the same, different 
or sometimes one·or the other, classes. 
DEPORnm'N'l' GRADES §!!! and/or, ntFFERM CLASSEp 
All same classes All different classes Both same and different 
29 different 
149 same 
84% same grades 
50 different 
27 same 
35% same grades 
46 different 
131 same 
75% same grades 
6S different 
80 same 
59% same grad 
It seems clear that a len objective measure of conduct results when twins are 
gether - they are not graded as individuals, but the pair as one. 
REPORT CARD ORADm 
Ana~1s of report card grad. in reading indicate that here, as in conduot, 
erhaps because of the subject! vi ty, twins are graded more alike when together 
han when apart. Pearson's r haa been computed to show intra-pair oorrelations 
or three groups of pupils, using average grades. For ease of computation 
lues were given letter grades as tollows. E-), 0-2, F-l, and U-o. The three 
pa are (a), those pairs al;ways together in class, (b) those pairs sometimes 
gether, sometimes apart, and (0), those pairs always apart. Table I below tor 
.hose eleven pairs al'RYs in the same olass shows an r ot .89. 
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TABLE I 
CORRllUTION OF R1!-:ADING GRADllS PUR F1.P.VEN PAIRS OF TWINS 
ALWAYS IN SAME GRAD~ 
• 
Twin 1 Twin '2 2 2 
x l' x Y' :q 
• 
1.19 1.81 -.67 -.15 .~a9 .0225 .1005 
1.87 1.73, .01 -.23 .000l .0$29 -.0023 
2.18 2.00 .32 .04 .1024 .0016 .0128 
2.33 2.47 .47 .51 .2209 .26ol .2397 
1.1.3 1.47 -.73 -.49 .5329 .2401 .3577 
1.80 2.13 -.06 .17 .0036 .0289 -.0102 
2.47 2.73 .61 .77 .3721 .5929 .4697 
2.13 1.87 .27 -.09 .0729 .008l. -.024) 
2.33 2.27 .47 .31 .2209 .0961 .1l67 
2.2S 2.33 .39 .37 .1521 .1.369 .llJU 
.75 . ." -l.U -1.21 1.2321 1.4641 1.3431 
2tr.1iJ 2~ b lS j.j5Sg ~.90» ~."~ 
J( 1.86 1.96 
I 11 
SD • ~ .30$4 .5536 - .,5 :: :: x 
an = 2.9032 - .2639 = .$137 .. .51 .. .. y II 
l"xy :: 2.7767 ~.~i - ~:H~+ - .89 (3.358Y) (2.9032): .. . - -
l"xy • 2.~767 :: J:;~ .. .89 -n: {.~-, (.~t' 
Table II for those twent,...two pairs who were sometimes together, sometimes 
apart shows a coefficient of correlation of .95 tor the grade received when both 
twins of a pair were in the same olasses. 
Twin 1 
X 
1.61 
1.00 
1.93 
1.93 
1.67 
1.92 
2.33 
1.92 
1.64 
2.40 
• 91 
1.33 
2.14 
1.67 
1.17 
3.00 
3.00 
2.25 
.• 33 
1.00 
3.00 
1.00 
~.2§ 
U1.78 
N .22 
TABLE II 
CO'RRl'UTION OF READING GRADE FOR TWENTY .. T\fO PAIHS OF TWINS 
WHEN IN SAME CLASSm 
'l'w1n2 2 2 Y x Y' x Y' XI' 
1.80 
-.11 .09 .0121 .0001 -.0099 
1.00 -.78 -.71 .6064 .5OU .5538 
2.14 .35 .43 .0225 .1849 .0616 
1.57 .35 -.14 .022S .0196 -.0210 
1.61 -.11 -.10 .0121 .0100 .OUO 
1.92 .14 .21 .0196 .0W .0294 
2.44 .55 .73 .3025 .53?9· .4015 
1.16 .14 -.26 .0196 .6776 -.0,;64 
2.00 -.14 .29 .0196 .08b1 "!O.Oh06 
2.30 .62 .59 .3844 .3481 .3658 
.64 -.87 -1.07 .7569 1.1449 . .9309 
1.44 -.45 -.27 .202S .0729 .1215 
1.86 .36 .15 .1296 .022; .6540 
1.00 -.11 -.71 .0121 .50hl .0781 
1.00 -.61 -.n .3721 SOU .h331 
3.00 1.22 1.29 1.4884 1.664l 1.;738 
3.00 1.22 1.29 1.4884 1.6641 1.,738 
2.00 .47 .29 .2209 .081.!l .1363 
.33 -1.45 -1.38 2.1025 1.90k4 2.0010 
1.00 -.78 -.n .6084 SoU .5538 
3.00 1.22 1.29 1.4884 1.6641 1.5738 
1.00 -.78 -.71 .6084 .5OU .5538 
~'.55 0 0 io.§M§ ~.o3Jo 1".9620 
1.n 
SD • 10.9019 • .49$5 • .70 X 22 . . 
SD - 12.0330 - .5469 .... .14 
- - -y 22 
r : 10.~0 :: 10.~0 .... IO·Mo - .95' .... -
:q (10.9lF) (12.6~o 1j1.1 m n., 
r = lO.~O :I 10.9020 - .95 -xy 22(.'(. 'Ii) ltIj§l)(5 
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Table TIl for the same twen.t,-two pairs who were sometimes together, some-
times apart, shows a ooefficient of' oorrelation of .64 for the grades received 
:When twins of a pair wer8 in different olasses. 
TABLE III 
CORRELATION OF READltO GRADF.S FOR 'l'WEN'lY-ftO PAIRS OF TWINS 
''lID~ IN mFFEREN'l CLASSES 
Mn 1 Twin 2 2 2 
x l' x ;{ XT 
.50 1.50 -1.33 -.31 1.7669 .0961 .4123 
1.S0 .So 
-.33 -1.31 .1089 .0961 .4323 
2.00 2.00 .17 .19 .0289 .0361 .0323 
2.00 3.00 .17 1.19 .0269 1.h161 .2023 
2.00 2.00 .17 .19 .0289 .0361 .0323 
2.00 2.00 .17 .19 .0289 .0361. .032) 
2.33 2.33 .50 .52 .2S60 .2704 .2600 
1.33 1.61 -.50 -.14 .2$00 .0196 .0700 
1.50 1.50 -.33 -.31 .1089 .0961 .1023 
2.60 2.60 .77 .79 .5929 .62hl .6083 
1.38 .63 -.45 -1.18 .2025 1.3924 .5310 
1.33 1.71 -.So -.10 .2500 .0100 .0$00 
1.88 1.88 .0; .01 .0025 .0049 .0035 
1.13 .88 -.10 -.93 .4900 .6649 .6$10 
1.89 1.33 .06 -.48 .0036 .2304 -.0288 
3.00 3.00 1.11 1.19 1.3689 1.4161 1.3923 
3.00 3.00 1.17 1.19 1.3689 1.4161 1.3923 
2.23 1.SS .40 .04 .l.6oo .0016 .0160 
1.64 1.S1 -.19 -.24 .0361 .0$76 .0456 
1.61 1.64 -.21 .... 17 .04hl .0289 .03S7 
2.21 2.14 .38 .33 .l4l:.4 .1069 .1254 
1.20 1.06 -.6,3 -.7S .3969 .562$ .4725 
40.~5 j§.1S 6 5 "I.~jt !T.801!- 6;8769 
~ 1.83 1.81 22 SD .... Z·6631 - .3463 - .59 
- -
.. 
X ftrl 
SD 
-
6.8011 - .4001 - .63 .. 
-y ~~ 
r = 6.87~ • 687~ • 6.87~ • .84 xy (7.~ (s.em) t;;.li4 7 s.!t 
rxy-
• 6.8~2 = 6.8~t - .84 ~~t.~- l.l)3) S.t 7 
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Table TIT for the five pairs who were al_ys in different classes shows a 
coeff1cient of correlation of .84. 
Twin 1 
1.41 
,16 
1.67 
1.40 
.50 
5.20 
M 1.04 
IT 5 
TABLE IV 
CORRELATION OF READInl GRAD'ES POR FIVE PAIRS OF TWINS 
ALWAYS IN DIFFERENT CLASSES 
Twin 2 %2 y2 x y 
1.46 .43 .29 • 18h9 .0841 
~h4 -.88 -.43 .7741. .1849 1, 7 .63 .70 .3969 .4900 
1.00 .36 .... 17 .1296 .0289 
.76 
-.54 -.hl .2916 .1681 
~.gj 0 0 1. 'ff7~ .~56 
1 •. 17 
SD - 1·t7Zk - .3555 .60 - -x -
SD - ~ - .19l2 • .44 - -y 
r - 1.10~ - 1.lM • l.104J • 
-ry tl.'7 ) (.§!;60j 1.6 1.31 
r'Jq : l.l04~ - 1.1~ :; .84 
-S{.L4) • lit' -1.5 
'Jq 
.1247 
.3784 
.4hlo 
-.0612 
.2214 
1.10lij 
.m", 
These results 8Ilpport the hypothesis that tachers' report card grades are 
in1'1uenoed by th~twin relauonship.. OOrre].atioM of intra-patr IQ'. for the 
same three groups (Appendix VIII) shows an r of .87 for those alwa18 together, 
of .98 for those both together and apart, and of .94 for those always apart, so 
even more credence can be aocorded the results of the reading oorrelations in 
sup~ort of the ~othesis. 
However, when coeff101ents of correlation are computed for the same groups 
on report card grades in arithmetic, an interesting variation is noted. For 
those pairs alwaYlJ in the same classes r is .87, Table V, compared to .8,3 .for 
those pairs always in d.1.rferent classes, Table VI, which .follows the pattern 
noted for reading grades. But in the group of twenty-two pairs sometimes 
together, sometimes apart, the coefficients of correlation are virtually the sam , 
.90 for to,se semesters when twins were together, and .92 for those semesters 
when apm, Table VII and Table VIII. can it be because grading in arithmetic i 
more objecti vel;r done, counterbalano:1ng the tendcmc;y to grade twins alike if 
together whether they achieve equally or not? We mat e:&Udne the more objeotiv 
measures given by the scorea in aoh1evement tests to answer this. 
TA:BLE V 
CORRELA'l'ION OF ARI'l'fDlETIC GRADES FOR ELEVEN PAIRS OF TWINS 
ALWAYS IN SAJfE CLASSES 
Tan! if:fri ~ I =: i 
x2 2 x '7 y rr 
.79 1.64 -.90 -.11 .8100 .0289 .1530 
1.73 1.93 .04 .12 .0016 .0144 .0048 
2.40 2.44 .n .63 • SoU .3969 .4413 
2.31 1.92 .62 .ll .3844 .0121 ,.0682 
1.43 1. So -.26 -.31 .0676 .0961 .0806 
1.S3 1.9.3 -.16 .12 .02S6 .0l44 -.0192 
2.00 2.07 • .31 .26 .096l .0616 .0806 
2.21 2.00 .S2 .19 .2704 .0361 .0986 
2 • .33 2.4) .64 .62 .4096 • .38144 ,,3968 
1. So 1.1$ -.19 -.06 .0361 .0036 .0ll4 
6 d- -1.,)6 -1.S6 1.84~ 2.~ 2.1216 t5 0 h.h~ 3.4 3.fil39 F 
:M 1.69 1.81 
N 11 
SD 
•• 
.4OS0 .64 SDy • J.~81 • .3171 -- -x 
= J·W1J2 II J·!t!!J2 • J·!WJ2 - .87 r -xy (4.,,1) (3.4881 lS.'398 3.9421 
.,6 
1r5 
TABLE VI 
CORmUTION OF ARtTHIfmC GRADmJ lOR FIVE PAIRS OF TWINS 
ALWAYS IN mFFEREN'l' CLASSES 
'!Win 1 Twin 2 
x2 
2 
x 7 ., 'q 
1.29 1.50 .13 .29 .0lJ.a4 .0841 .0377 
.26 .68 
-.90 -.53 .8100 .2809 .4170 
1.77 1.9.3 .61 .72 .3721 .5184 .4392 
1.67 1.00 .51 -.21 .2601 .04Ll -.1071 
.81 .94 -.35 -.27 .1225 .0729 .0916 
~.85 l>.~ 0 • 6 !.~'M !.506li t.&i8Ti ' 
M 1.16 1.21 
N 5 
SD - 1~27Z!: - .3158 - .56 SD :: 1.000!i.. = .2001 :: .45 - - -x l' -roo 
r = 1.0It,84 = xy ~!.~'J.i) (i.~) 1.~84 - 1.~8~ :: .83 .. t. 1J'I t: 
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TABLE VII 
CORRELATION OF ARrTBMEl'IO GRADES FOR 1'WEN'l':t-TVVO PAIRS OF TWINS 
WHEN IN 8.um CLASSES 
Twin 1 Twin 2 2 
x y x2 y 'Jq 
2.Q7 2.01 .Jg .q~ :~~ .2401 :~~ .83 1.08 -.81 -.50 .2,00 
2.14 2.31 .50 .73 .2,00 .,329 .3650 
1.31 1.23 -.33 -.35 .1089 .122~ .ll$5 
1.92 1.23 .26 -.35 .0784 .1225 -.0980 
2.25 2.17 .61 .59 .3721 .3481 .3599 
2.25 2.33 .61 .15 .3721 .5625 .1675 
2.50 2.00 .86 .h2 .7396 .1764 .3612 
1.00 1.22 -.64 -.36 .4096 .1296 .2304 
1.13 .88 -.51 -.70 .2601 .4900 .3500 
.56 .78 -1.08 -.80 1.1664 .6400 .86ho 
2.ll 2.63 .47 1.05 .22Q? 1.1025 .493S l'b1 1.U -.23 -.17 .0529 .0289 .0391 t ' 2,00 1.33 • .36 -.25 .1296 .0625 -.0800 
2.33 2.33 .69 .15 .h761 .562S .5115 
3.00 2.83 1.36 1.25 1.8h96 1.562, 1.1000 
2.00 2.20 .36 .62 .1296 .3644 .2232 
1.50 1.00 -.14 -.58 .0196 .3364 .0812 
.33 .33 -1.31 -1.25 1.1161 1.5625 1.6.37, 
.50 .50 
-1';i -1.08 1.2996 1.1664 1.2312 2.00 2.00 .3 .42 .1296 .1764 .1512 
1.00 1.00 .... §h 
-·aB. ~41 ~ 'iF 3g.i4 3t.a~ 0 0 U.O 10. 9. ~
If 1.64 1.56 
N 22 
SD - ll.~ .5014 - .71 SD - WIFM - .h962 :: .70 - :: - - .... :.;. 22 y 
r = 9.8868 - 98868 • ~!8668 ;: .90 -rJ" tii.~~'~~.~) D~.~·· r.m' 
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TABLE VIII 
CORRE.UTION OF ARrTHMmC GRAD1lS FOR'l'WJ.i;NTI-ONE PAIRS OF TWINS V1"ImN IN DI~ENT CLASSES 
Twin 1 Twin 2 
x2 .; x if q 
1.50 1.50 .03 
-.15 .0009 .0225 -.oolrS 1.00 1.00 
-.47 -.65 .2209 .4225 .3055 2.00 2.00 .53 .35 .2809 .1225 .1855 0.00 1.00 
-1.47 .... 65 2.1609 .42~ .95.'5, 1.00 1.00 
-.47 -.65 .2209 .la2t; 
.3055 2.00 2.33 .53 .68 .2809 .4624 .3604 (no grades) 
.86 .68 .7396 .4624 .5848 2.33 2.33 
.75 1.25 
-.72 -.40 .51.84 .1600 .2880 
.ho .40 
-1.07 ... 1.25 1.l449 1.5625 1.3375 
.63 .06 
-.84 -.79 .7056 .6241 .6636 2.33 2.71 .86 1.06 .7396 1.1.236 .9116 1.88 1.75 .Ll .10 .1681 .0100 .0410 1.25 1.25 -.22 -.40 .Oh84 .1600 .0880 1.77 2.33 .30 .68 .0900 .l~624 .2040 3.00 2.80 1.53 1.15 2.3409 1.3225 1.759S 2.30 2.90 .83 1.2$ .6889 1.5625 1.0375 1.67 1.92 .20 .27 .0400 .0729 .0540 1.36 1.50 -.ll 
-.15 .0121 .0225 .0165 
.92 1.00 
-.55 .... 65 .3(25 .4225 .3575 1.93 1.19 .46 .14 .2116 .0196 .0624 
.94 .94 -.53 -.71 .2809 .5041 .3163 ~o.g6 JL.~6 Its • 6 l!.m~ 1~.366~ ".8'101 
, 
~ 1.47 1.65 21 
8D = Uti;9§2 - .5332 ... .13 SD = 10~ ... .4936 : .70 ... - ... x if 
... 
ifBiOl = .9.8701 - 8=8701 - .92 rxy - - -~-.~, tD.3(65) m.LD' r.'~! 
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ACmmrF1!r;m TFST SCORES 
Analysis of achievement test scores in reading and arithmetic was under-
taken to determine if greater differences exist between scores of twins of the 
same pairs when apart than when together. For coq:l&rison, difterences were 
computed also for the two groups used. above, the eleven pairs &1.,.. together in 
classes and the t1l'e pairs al_ys apart,. However, among the twenty-two pairs 
sometimes together and somet.mea apart, only eight pairs are included, those 
which had about the same muaber of semesters in each categor.r I apart or together 
The half-grade at which the ach1evement test was administered was compared 
to grade level score ach1eved, and the difference aboTe or below g'l'Qde level 
noted. '1'hese difterences were then S\1IID.ed for each group and an average 
difference coqmted. These decimal average differences were then translatecl 
back into semesters above or below grade level. It is interesting to note that 
the range of differences i, vfIr;f 11m1ted, unlike that for report card grades in 
reading and conduct, more subjectiYe measures. In fact, for all groups in both 
ari thmetic and reading the dtfferencee aVel"8ge out to onl;v one semester, 
testimol'1J" to the likeness of achienaent for identicals. FOr the eleven pairs 
always together average difference in reading is .33 years, and 1n arithmetic, 
.64 years. For the tlve pairs always apart average difference in reading is .Ll 
years, and in ar1t.l1aetic, .50 years, Table IX below. For the eight pairs so __ 
times apart and sometimes together, average ditterences were computed separateJJr 
In reading, when together, average difference was S6 years, when apart, • .$'3 
years. In ar1thm.etic, when together, average difference.s .56 years, wmn 
apart, .4S years, 'reble X. 
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TABLE IX 
INTRA-PAIR mFFERlH'!:BS Ttl ACHIEVEMENT SCOR~ IN READING 
.AND ARITHMETIC FOR PAIHS OF Tl''INS ALWAYS 
TOOETmR OR ,ALWAYS APAM' 
: ; ; J 
RaUl Eleven pairs always together Arithmetic Pair '1'w1n 2 d Twin 1 Twin I d 
1 -2.~ -1.~~ 1.2'1 -2.21 -.jj 1.88 
2 .40 .40 .... 
-
1.00 1.00 
3 1.57 1.19 .38 1.70 1.25 .1.6 
4 1';5 1.67 .12 .17 -.14 .31 
5 .41 .50 .09 -.38 1.30 1.68 
" 
-.30 -.10 .20 -1.50 -1.00 .50 0 
7 1.37 1.75 .38 
-
-.83 .83 
3 ~Lb .50 .06 
-
-.11 .11 
9 .92 .42 So .50 .75 .25 
10 1.40 1.60 .20 .50 .50 
-11 -1.14 -.71 .43 -2.00 -2. CO .... 
N 11 ~.o, 1.01 
Ave. dif'. .:33 Ava. dif. .64 
1 eam. 1 ean. 
Fi tro pairs nl~'1I apart 
34 -.25 -.70 .45 -.25 .33 .58 
35 -2.16 -2.00 .1.6 -2.66 -1.,0 1.16 
36 -.70 -.33 .37 -.25 -.25 .. 
37 -1.58 -2.10 .52 -1.13 -1.30 .17 
38 -2.1~ -1.94 & -2.00 -1.40 .60 N 5 ~.~ 
Ave. ~.f •• Jj). Ave. d:1f. .50 
lee ls_ 
TABLE X 
IN'rRA-PAIR mFFER:mc~ IN ACHIEVJ!J.Imf SCORES IN READIOO 
AND ARI'1mm'I'IC FOR PAIRS OF TWINS SO~ 
TOOEmER AND SOltmMF.S APAR!1' 
Reading Ar1tbmetic 
Together Apart Together Apart. 
Pair Twin 1 Twin 2 d Twin 1 MIl 2 d 'l'w1n 1 Twin 2 d Twin 1 Mn2 d 
21 1.14 1.00 .lb 1.33 1.8.3 .so -1.00 -1.17 .17 -1.63 -1.50 .13 
22 -1.13 -2.16 1.03 -.33 2.00 1.67 -1.50 -1.50 
-
-1.67 -1.67 
-
23 
- • .38 -1.61 1.29 -.50 -.33 .17 .17 2.00 1.83 .25 1.17 .92 
2h 1.00 1.86 .86 1.67 1.00 .67 
-
.50 .50 .50 
-
So 
25 -3.00 -2.75 .25 -2.00 -2.00 
-
-1.25 
-
1.25 -.50 -1.00 .50 
26 .15 1.00 .25 .hI 
-
.hI 0 0 0 .75 .ho .35 
27 2.83 2.33 .50 3.25 3.17 .08 1.67 1.00 .67 1.00 1.75 .75 
28 3.17 3.00 .17 1.00 1.75 .75 1.00 1.00- 0 0 0 
4.li§ 4.2> 4:'la j.B 
N 8 
Ave dif. .56 Ave. di..f' •• 53 Ave. dif'. .61 Ave. dif. .16 
1 sem. 1 sam. 1 sem. 1 sam. 
V\ 
0 
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INTRA-CLASS CORRELATIONS 
As a check on the Pearson product-moment correlations, 1", used on some of 
the preceding data, the 1ntra-elass ooeffic1ent, R, has been computed for 
several sets of data, .Appendix IX. this 1ntra-elass R was developed by Harris 
and championed by Haggard for use on data like this in which several measures 0 
the same pupils are studied. 4 
'!'he differences between 1" and R in all cases is insign1.f'1cant, being only' 
one or two hundrethlJ where r is .87, R ia 89. where r is .94, R is 9S. where 
1" is .69, R is .88, and where r is .84, R is .82. 
4 Fj:onest A. Haggard, Intra-Class Correlation and the Analuu of Variance, 
(New York 1958), pp. 1-34. - - -
CHAP'rER IV 
INTERPR'E'l'ATIONS AND 
CONCIl1srONS 
~ interesting and some educationally significant conolusions can be 
reaohed from interpretation of the earlier stu.dies and f'rom this statistical 
study of twins. Those of especial interest to teachers and sohool admin1a-
tratol'S, help1\1l in understanding twins, and therefore helpfUl in determining 
ben placement, are 8UIIIar11Sed ~e. 
Twine are special, oonsti tuUng a sizeable enough group to warrant speo1al 
attention. But their spec1al-ness i. a flmation of their twinehip, not an 
individually pe .... sed tre.1 t" and so thq can mot"e easilJ' be _de normal tr.an 
can suoh special pupils as those hard-of-hearing. Silrpl;r by separation in 
aotivities or in classes, b7 treating each as one, they- oan be made less 
dependent u.pon eaoh other. This devise will permit each to go his own .y if 
he chooses, will lessen the int.'r&-pair oompet1t.1.on, w1ll make less likely any 
"wa.i tingft by the more able, and embarrassment to the less. 
IDEN'!'IFICAfION OF rn»lnCA.L8 
Adequate identification of 1dent1oe.la .trom traternal.s can be made subject-
i'9'e17 f'rom app~oe except in two to three per oent of the oases. So even in 
1m tial enrollments, from birth data, stataunts of parents, and appearance, a 
deoision as to kind of twins can be made and beat placement then ettected. It 
the pair is fratemaJ. the parente probably can see the wisdom of separation 
S3 
unless they wish to perpetuate a dependency they have permitted to develop. 
Only if the pair is identical is it likely that the sohool will need. to oonvin 
the parents that the twins must be treated as individuals for the sake of their 
own maxil!Jlm growth. 
BIRTH ORDER 
Birth order is probably not a reliable or! terian to use 1n placing twins. 
This stud7 shows that in as mal'\Y cases the first bom 1s as able as the secom 
and Vioe yersa. 11; is prob&b~ better for bo'th not to emphasise an age 
difference of perhaps onq a few m1m1tea atnce in reali1i)r, cou.nting pre-natal 
time, identical twins are of uactlT the 8Ule age. So though there JDI.Y' be 
legal reasons tor noting order of birth, and as bas been reported.. there seems 
te be some difference med:tca~, the academic status 1s un-a.ttected. 
TRAITS 
It is evident .from the 1'Il4l'\Y reports of other studies and ~m the results 
of this one that identicala are most al.1ke in ph1Bical trai ts, then in mental, 
and least alike in personality, probabl7 because inheritance is a factor in tha 
order. So in identifying one twin from the other, actions are the best measure 
Persona.l1ties are mos1i affected by emil'Orurtent, so to permit different cws 
environments to twins allows differences in personal! ty to develop, probabl;y 
making little change in achievement and. none in appearance, since school, home, 
and eommni ty will still be virtuall;r the same for both. 
Though neither the earl1"3r reported studies llO1" this one have measured it, 
.dom:l.nanoe of one identical over the other is OOl2l!lO~ believed to (:'.x1st in most 
pairs. V,lben such dominance is in· all areas of school 11fe, academic. soc:lAtJ., 
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athletic, it is probab:q noticeable to ever,vone and constitutes sutficient 
reason for separating tvd.ns to alleviate the stress of uneven oompet1 tion. 
When it exists in more balance, one dominant in this area, the other in that, 
it still is beat tor eaoh individual to have the ohance to follow his own i,n.. 
teresta and inclinations without the hindranoe of guilt-feelings resulting from 
avoidanoe of activities in whioh he is inept. 
INT'fltLIG ENe! 
Though mtll\Y studies have shown that BIlltiples f ability' as determ1.ned by 
intelllgence testing is below that of singletons, usualq believed due to the 
greater incidence of preaatur1ty, this study, perhaps because of the fo pairs 
involved, does not show this handicap. For the thirty-eight pairs a total of 
two hundred and fi!ty'-nine scores in intelligence are recorded, and all oentral 
masures (mean, median, and mode) are within one point of 100. (Appetldix VI). 
Since this indicates that this group is normal we oan look with more oonfidence 
at the other data ~ed. 
Oonfidence in the other data is tu.rthered too by the results of the 
correlations of intra..pair IQ's for eaoh of the three groups as is shewn in 
Appendix VII!. The grou.p always together in o1&sses has an r of .81. the group 
of pairs alwa.ys apart an r of .94J and the gr~p in which tvd.ns were sometimes 
together and sometimes apart an r of .98. Suoh very high correlations can only 
ooeur if identity is certain, being about twioe as high as would be the 
correlations tor .traternals or other siblings. 
REroRT CARD GRADES 
So, certain that these cases inolude identicals of normal ability, more 
valid conclusions from the results of anaqais of their report card grades can 
be made. Grades in deportment, admittedly' a most subjective measure, are first 
eDmined. For the groo.p of pairs always in the same olasses twins received the 
same grades eighty.four per oent of the time. For the group of pairs always in 
ditterent alasses only" thirty-five per oent of the time did tw.t.ns receive the 
same grades. Such a variation oould be because the twins 'Who are real.ly more 
dit:t"erent that each other were separated, but examination of the data on those 
sometimes together and sometimes apart shows the same pattem. When together 
they' received the same grades seventy-tive per oent of the time, and when apart 
only" fltt,...m.ne per oent ot the time. So it seems olear thatsuoh subjeoti ve 
measures as teaoher given grades for oonduct are otten given indtsorSm1 nantlT, 
to the pair as one, rather than to each individual ot the pair. 
Interpretation of the data on report card grades in reading leads one to 
conclude in favor of separe.t1on of identioals in olasses. Here, as for conduot, 
evidence is clear that grades do not reflect an accurate measure of twins f 
reading. Pairs al-78 together had intft-pa1r oorrelations in reading of .89. 
Cases &.lways apart in olasses showed intra-P&ir oorrelation of .84. 'fhis 
dit:t"erenee could be just a :ree8Ult of different standards for olasses and teache:r ~ 
or as noted above, due to the possibility that less like pain were separated. 
But when correlations are noted tor the same pairs in the group 1IIb1ch was some-
times together and sometimes apart, it can be seen that r for those when 
together is .9$. and for the same pairs when apart, only .84. 
These r's are sign1:r.t.cantly ditterent between the 10% and $% levels when 
they are transformed to z 's and the standard error of the difference between thE 
z's is obtained by 8Ubat1tution in 
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1 
~-j 
Aooording to McNemar, and then the ratio of this differenoe to its standard 
error 1s oomputed. l 
t 
- 1 1 -
-
- rr 19 
= 1.8~ - 1.22 = .j~lJ.i 
.10$26 : .321&4 
= 1.86 
What now of the results of ana~s of arithmetic report card grades? 
For those always apart the r of .83 and for those alwa-.re together the r of .87 
seem to follow the pattern for reading, indicating a more individual evaluation 
when teachers are not faoed wi til grading loolr,..al:J kea. :aut this does not hold 
true in ar1 thmetio as it did in oonduct and reading Vlhen we compare correlatio 
for the twins when sometimes apart and sometimes together" .92 and .90 
respectivel7. Though slightly only, the correlation is higher, not lower, for 
the times when twins are apart. The onq e:xplanation which seems plausible for 
this reversal is that in this area, arithmetic, measures of classwork are more 
objectiwly done and therefore the tendency tc give same grades to twins with-
out due regard to achievement is less at work. 
ACHI F.VPXENT SCORES 
This same oonclusion mst be reached after interpretation of the data on 
both reading and arithmetio achievement teat soores. Identioals score within 
one-half year of eaoh other when all their grade level scores are averaged, 
lQuinn McNemar, Psychological Statistios. (New York 1949), pp. 123-125. 
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probably mch closer than would be the grades of class-mates with eaoh other, 
expected because identicals are mrs alike in mental characteristics than un-
related children. But there is insignificant difference in these scores whethe to 
twins are together or apart. In the short period, time-nae, of the testing 
situation, an hour or so, few of the extraneous things which enter into the 
report oard grades based on the hour a day tor :fly. weeks, enter in. In this 
sense, the score represents a more objective measure than the grade. But the 
grade perhaps indicates a judgement of a wider variety of school tasks, 
interests, work habita, and other pereonallty traits. 
CHAPTER V 
RIDOMMENDA1'IONS 
INOWDF. 'r::INS IN PLAC 1ilmJT POLICY 
Though some other m:1nor crt teria are considered by school admitt1svators 
when affecting placement. initian,. as new pupils enter school, and period1call; 
thereafter as promotions occur, the pr:Lnc1ple meat common is "what 1s best for 
the indiVidual pupil". TMs study should induce adm1nistrators to employ this 
same standard when placing twins. ~eptional though they are, their special 
need 119 beat a."ed by their separation from each other in classes if school 
aise permits, or in activities 1n claaa and out if it does not. 
Mm:ln1stratol'8 should adopb as policy the practice of separate placement 
for ident1eals wheneYeJI' possible even as they do for t.raternals and siblings. 
A sut-Ve)" of present enrol.l.ment to C01'T'eCt m18-placement. and then 'Vigilance over 
new enrollment procedures rill guarantee to pupUs who suffer the t1Iin-ship 
hand1cap the beet oppoJ'turd. ty to grow to their own indi'Vidual potential, not 
neoessar117 away from each other, but in the direction their diverse interests 
may take their 81.m1.lar abil1ties. 
LET THmI BE DIFFERm'l' 
A further step is neoe88&1'7 1n the implementation of this pol.1cy, an 
educative one. Parents of tw1n8, their teachers, the twins tbemselvea, and 
their class-matea mat be taught, by as many subtle means as can be found, to 
sa 
"let them be ditterent". That they !!! individuals, none deny. To treat them 
as such, all mst be taught. 
Parents mst be taught to speak to them, and of them, separately even as 
they do their other children. They must be taught that thollgh their tuns are 
same-age look-alikes they each have their own identity, name, interests, .friend 
and later, ambitions and lives to live. Twins themselves Est be taught in-
dependence, must early be weaned from each other, allowed some privacy, permit-
ted some difference, not always be required to share one toy, or book, or room, 
or Mend, or even parents. 
Class-matea will follow the lead 0 f the teacher in calling them by name, 
not "twin", sometimes se1eoting one oDlT for participation in a.ctivities .. 
nEd. ther always forcing, nor always permitting them to stand in line together, 
to sit side by dde, to be on the eame team. 
'Ieaohers met be care.f\11 not to compare them in grad., or in popularity, 
or in conduot, seaning if they do to imply that they should be alike because 
-
they look a.l1ks. 'I_ohen oan quietly to themselves expect them to pertom. 
-
sohool taeka about equalJ.y', and oan seek out reasons if thEU do not, but should 
not divulge such professional thoughts to the parents nor pupils. The effort 
should be to allow differences to occur, not to attempt to make them occur. 
-
AWARD INDIVIDUAL BIRTH-RIGHT 
Such practices at school will not destroy the "mutual intimacy" that twins 
enjoy. Separation tor the few hours of class time will be pain.f\1l just at fi 
_de up tor by the joy ot re-union and then the smring of each's different 
school experiences. ).fore important, separation will give to each the opportun1 
all singletons enjoy, their birth-right of individualltq. 
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Dear Fellow-Principal: 
APP1!2IDIX I 
INITIAL SOLICITATION 
POST CARDS 
Ootober 15, 1960 
I have the approval of the Special Proj acts 
Conmd.ttee of the Chicago Board of 'Fducation to solicit responses 
to a questionnaire trom sohools having identical twins (same sc, 
look a11ke, occasionally mistaken for eaoh other) in eighth grade. 
1'111 you please have the attached card 
completed and returned? 
JOHN H. KO'1'T 
Principal. McPherson School 
Date 
"------
The School 
(has) (has not) : pars of Ideiitroa! twS iii the eighth 
grade and will cooperate in the research stud;.v imolving a 
questionnaire reported from the OWII1l.atiw record cards of the 
pupils oonoerned. 
APPENDIX II 
JAJm3 B. ll: PHERSON SCHOOL 
4728 NORTH WOLC01."l' AVE. 
CHICAGO 40, ILL. 
Dr«:lF.MBER 6, 1960 
On October 35th I 'Wl'Ote to ,ou via return poat-eartil 
ttl bave the appl"Oftl of the Spec1al Projects Oommi ttee 
of the Board of Education to solicit responses to a 
queetionnaire from schools having identical twins (same 
sex., look al1ke, occasi~ mistaken tor each other) in 
eighth g11lde. 
wm you please have the attached. card completed and 
returned? 
Thank you, tt 
Jlay I a88Wll8 that you intended. to rep~ but that 
the card was mis-placed, and ask you to do so now? 
1 incl. Return post-eard 
S1ncerel7 ,.ours, 
S/JOHN H. (OTT 
JOHN H. mrr 
Principal 
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AFP]M)n: IV 
QUESTIONNAIRE DATA 
385 elementary schools solicited by double (retum) post card 
348 responded (90$) 
37 re-sol1ci ted by letter enclosing return post-eard 
30 responded 
7 no response to first or second request 
378 total response to both requests (98%) 
46 schools have no eighth grades 
285 schools have no eighth grade twins 
1 school closed 
2 schools not yet opened to students 
44 schools have eighth grade twins 
38 schools have one pair 
6 schools have two pairs 
50 pairs reported in the eighth grades 
-2 pairs transferred from the city 
-4 pairs reported of u.nl.1ke sa: 
-4 pairs in Oh1oago o~ one semester 
-2 pairs of foreign birth with language handicap 
38 pairs suitable for stu~. seeming~ identical, eighth grade, in Ohicago 
Public Schools 6-8 :reare, with report card grades, intelligence teat 
scores, achievement test scores, and indication of c1aaees together and 
apart. 
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APPENDIX V 
!NTELt!GEIDE QUOTIF.:NTS BY BIRTH ORDEll 
CJ.asses Pa1.r nrs'tiool"!ll second Dom 
1 2 ~ h ~ Ave. 1 .2 ~ 1.t 5 Ave. 
1 9S 93 86 91 9S 10.3 90 96 
'1' It 104 102 106 109 lOS 101 110 100 97 102 
0 
g 5 101 92 94 93 9S 9S 101 97 98 95 86 91 
e 
t 6 107 96 102 9h 96 95 
h 
e 7 104 III 94 107 104 100 U5 109 101 106 
r 
8 99 95111 102 loB 91 101 100 
~ 119 ill 121 99 113 114 US 117 10.3 112 
Ave. 101..7 Ave. 1OO.J 
A 12 90 100 96 92 9S 85 102 101 98 97 
p 
94 • 1.3 91 99 9$ 100 9.3 94 96 r 
t 14 107 99 98 101 104 103 94 100 
a 16 SIS 86 Tl 86 87 82 86 
n 
d 17 96 102 ill 99 108 103 99 107 106 105 107 105 
T 20 97 90 94 97 8.3 90 
0 
g 27 108 119 13.3 121 120 119 129 llU. 128 129 
e 29 74 lOS 10.3 100 98 96 91 100 104 UO 109 103 t 
h 32 12.3 123 12.3 120 
e 
122 122 lOS 122 124 U8 
r 33 89 81 85 93 82 88 
Ave. 99.7 Ave. 101.2 
A 34 99 89 104 100 98 118 100 93 99 10.3 
p 
35 79 79 79 74 74 74 
a 
r 38 93 lOS 85 88 93 96 96 90 97 SIS 
t Ave. 90.0 Ave. 90.6 
Average, first born 99 Average, second born 99 
Coefficient of correlation .92 
Scores 
14O-1h9 
130-1.39 
120-129 
110-119 
100-109 
90- 99 
80- 89 
10- 79 
60- 69 
50- 59 
Mean • 
Median = 
APPF:NDIX VI 
lYIF.A.t,-, MEDIAIi, Al"'ID MODE OF INTELLIGEI{;E QlOTIENTS 
FOR ALL THIRTY-l1.:IGHT PAIRS OF TWINS 
Midpoint f f'X1 
11 
144.5 1 l.L4.5 
134.5 4 538.0 
124.5 24 2968.0 
114.5 35 4007.5 
lO4.5 80 8360.0 
94.5 61 5764.5 
84., 33 2788.5 
74.5 16 1192.0 
64., 4 258.0 
54., 1 54.5 
N 2>' ~Q595.5 
N/2 129.5 
Jl ;: SUm~ • 2609$.5 ;: 100.75 = 101 
68 
Mdn- 1 H- - Fb ~ 1 
-
99.5 ~ 122·~0 - ~~ 10 = 
r. 
:: 99.5 (.1~5) (10) = 100.31 - 100 
-
Mode • 3 Mdn - 2 1l • 3 (100.31) - 2 (100.7,) • 99.43 • 99 
APpamIX VII 
SAME AND DIFFERM 
CLASSFS 
CASES SAME SEMI!ST&D.s DIFFFRENT SEMJ!Sl'ms 
-
3 16 48 0 0 
6 15 90 0 0 
1 13 13 0 0 
1 12 12 0 0 
- -
1 15 15 1 1 
1 15 15 2 2 
2 14 28 1 2 
1 13 13 1 1 
1 13 13 It 4 
2 12 24 3 6 
1 11 11 4 4 
1 11 11 $ S 
1 8 8 7 7 
1 8 8 8 8 
2 7 14 8 16 
1 6 6 9 9 
1 6 6 10 10 
1 $ $ 10 10 
1 4 4 13 13 
1 3 3 14 14 
1 2 2 14 14 
1 1 1 14 14 
1 1 1 16 16 
22 - mr iSS 
4 0 0 15 60 
1 0 0 17 17 
- - -$ 0 17 
Tot 38 3$1 233 
6($ in same classes 4<>:C in different classes 
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.APPEmlIX VIn 
CORRELATION OF INTRA-PAIR IQ fa 
ELEVEN PAIRS IN SAME CLASSFS 
Twin 1 Twin 2 
.x?- I X Y x y xy 
91 96 -10.7 -5.6 114.49 31.36 59.92 
102 100 .3 -1.6 .09 3.56 -.48 
116 llS 14.3 13.4 201,..49 179.56 191.62 lOS 102 3.3 .4 10.89 .16 1.32 
9S 9S -6.7 -6.6 44.89 43.56 44.22 
9S 102 ...6.7 .4 !W.89 .16 -2.68 
104 106 2.3 4.4 5.29 19.36 10.12 
100 102 -1.7 .4 2.89 .16 
-.68 
112 113 10~3 11.4 106.09 129.96 117.42 
ill 103 10.3 1.4 106.09 1.96 14.42 
87 84 -l.4. 7 -11.6 216.09 309.76 248.72 
ru9 nn b 0 S>li.i' 71S.~l) ~.92 
10.01.1 101.6 
N11 
rxy • 683.~ • 683.92 • 683.92 - .8 S'2~4I15.liS6l1 • 794.36' (~g.i (71B.~A) 
mE PAIRS IN DIJI'FERPm' CtASSF.S 
103 98 10.4 2.8 108.16 7.81" 29,12 
74 79 -18.6 -16.2 316.96 262.44 301.32 
98 104 5.4 8,8 29.16 71.44 47.52 
9S 100 2.4 4.8 5.16 23.04 11.52 
93 9S .4 
-
.2 .16 .Ob. -.08 00 
463 li'IO is >< w. 489.f(S !'o.B'6 ' Jw.4'O ... ~ 92.6 9$.2 
I 5 
r • 
xy t~a1°('7b.eo, • d:§i° - m:~ .94 - • 
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APPENDIX VIII Cont'd. 
CORRELATION OF INTRA-PAIR IQts 
TW'M'Y 'l'YO PAIRS IN" SAME AND DIFFERENT CLASSES 
Tw1n 1 Twin 2 
x
2 l-x y 'XI' 
I 
9S 97 -4.~ -2.9 20.2$ 8.41 13.05 
9!) 96 -4.~ -3.9 20.2, 15.21 17.S' 
101 100 1.~ .1 2.2, .01 .3$ 
116 115 16.5 35.1 272.2, 228.01 249.]$ 
86 86 
-13.S .13.9 182.2S 193.21 181.6$ 
106 lOS 6.~ ~.1 42.2, 26.01 33.15 lOS lOS 5., 8.1 30.2$ 6S.61 44.55 
llJ III 13.S 11.1 182.2S 123.21 149.8~ 
~ 90 ...6.~ -9 .. 9 42.25 98.01 64.35 96 -5.5 -3.9 30.25 15.21 21.16 
80 83 19., -16.9 380 •. 25 285.61 329.8, 
94 104 -,., 4.1 30.25 1.6~81 -22.55 
no 110 10., 10.1 110.2, 102.01 166.05 
86 86 -13.) 
-13.9 182.25 193.21 187.6$ 
103 101 3., 1.1 12.25 1.21 3.8, 
133 124 3,.5 24.1 1122.2, ,80.81 807.3" 124 129 2 ., 29.1 600.2, 846.81 7l2.9S 
96 102 3.·, 2.1 12.2, 4.41 -7.35 
71 73 -28.) -26.9 812.2, 723.61 766.6$ 
78 78 -21., -21.9 462.2, 479.61 470.8, 
122 118 22., 18.1 S06.2~ 321.61 407.2, 
88 8, 
-U.5 -14.9 132.2S 222.01 In.3S 
2189 2197 
, 
0 0 ruh.50 4536.62 h174.8o 
J( 99., 99.9 
SD - ~.20 - 253.19 - 15.36 
- - -x 
SDy - ~6.62 - 206.21 - 14.36 - - .... 2 • 
r~ = ~~.80 = R~ :: .98 t~~ :-e, t~36.62' 
;, ~ 
1.19 1.81 
1.87 1.73 
2.18 2.00 
2.33 2.47 
1.1.3 1.47 
1.80 2.1.3 
2.41 2.13 
2.13 1.67 
2.33 2.27 
2.25 2.33 
.~ .75 
APPENDIX IX 
INl'RA-GLASS R CORRELATION IN RF..ADINO 
POR m:.EVEN PAIRS OF TWmS 
ALWAYS IN SAME CLASSES 
sum Di.f' ~';"X2 x:t. - ~ 
3.00 .62 
3.60 .14 
4.18 .18 
4.80 .14 
2.60 • .34 
3.93 • .33 
5.20 .26 
4.00 .26 
4.60 .06 
4.58 .08 
1.50 
-
(xl f ~)2 (~- ~) 
9.00 .3844 
12.96 .0196 
17.4724 .0324 
2,3.04 .0196 
6.76 .1J56 
15.4449 .1089 
27.04 .0671 
16.00 .0676 
21.16 .(0)6 
20.9764 .0064 
2.25 
-
~.~ fi.s! nI." t.Ll !7~.i6S' .B~5' 
Sum (:;. - ~)2 :: .8257 Sam (Z]. ;. ~)2 • 172.1037 Sum. r;f mull x 21 41.9 
Sum of sum ~. i( 172.1037 .J. .8257) • i ( 172.9294) = 86.46h7 
2 
D = .8257 = .4129 within pail'S 
xi • i (172.1037 - ¥ = i( 172.1037 - 160.2873) = 5.9082 between pal " 
2 
= 86.4647 - 80.1437 = 6.3230 Check (.4129 .J. 5.9082) = 6.32U :xr 
Dr SUm of sqs. Var.lanoa F 
Within U .4129 .0.3~ 
Between 10 5.9082 .5908 15.15 
R : .~~ ~ .o~~ • -:ii- I: .S8 • ;t .5 • • 
cmzpared to r = .89 on page 
12 
, 
;, ~ 
1.1l7 1.46 
.16 .14 
1.67 1.87 
1.40 1.00 
.so .76 
~.f8 5.83 
APPENDIX IX CONTIWml 
INrRA-CLASS R CORRELATION IN READI!O 
FOR liIVE PAIRS OF twINS 
ALWAYS IN mFFERENT CLASSF~ 
SUm nif 
21 .;. x2 ~ -~ (~.J ~) 
2.93 .01 8.5849 
.90 .58 .8lOo 
3.54 .20 12.5316 
2.40 .40 5.7600 
1.26 .26 1.5876 
1'1.63 1.W ~~.21hi 
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1 
2 (:;, - x2) 
2 
.0001 
.3364 
.0400 
.1600 
.0616 
.m;r' 
2 
.6041 SUm (:;. .;. ~)2 • 29.2741 sum (;, - :1:2' - Sum of sum x = 11.03 
sum of StlDl ~ • i(29.2741 .;. .604l) = 14.9391 
x! - .6Oh1 = .3021 within pairs - 2 
,(29.2741 - 11.032 • i (29.2741 - 24.3322) = 2.4709 between pairs 
5 
x; = 14.9391 - 12.1661 = 2.7730 
Within 
Between 
DF 
5 
4 
R = 
Sum of sq., 
Cheek (.3021 ~ 2.4709) = 2.7730 
Variance 
.0604 
.6117 
F 
10.23 
OOll'p&red to r = .84 on page 
x 
2 
APPE'NDIX n CONTINl1ED 
INTAA-CLASS R CORRF1..ATION ON INTI!LLIGENCE 
FOR FIVE PAIRS OF TWINS 
ALWAYS IN DIFFERENT CLASSES 
nit 
~ - l) 
10) 98 201 ; 
n "m 5 98 10il 202 6 
95 100 19$ 5 
93 9S 188 2 
ro· lin; '3' n-
74 
8WIl (xt .. ~)2 = lJ5 Sum (X:t f. ;)2 • 179983 Stull of sum x • 939 
Sum of sum ~ : i (179983 .J. 115) = 90049 
x! = ~ • 57.5 wlthln pairs 
xi :: i ( 179983 -~ • i(179983 - 176344) = 1820 between pairs 
x
2 
= 900h9 - 88172 = 1817 Check ( 57.5.J. 1820): 1877.5 
r 
Within 
Between 
DF SUm of sq •• 
;7.5 
1820.0 
iB17.~ 
Variance 
11.; 
1.65.0 
It : !OS - 11.; • 443.5 == .95 
compared to r = .94 on page 
F 
39.57 
91 
102 
116 
10> 
9S 
9$ 
104 
100 
112 
112 
87 
96 
100 
llS 
102 
9S 
102 
106 
lO2 
113 
103 
84 
APPENDIX IX CONTINUED 
INTRA-CLASS R CORRELATION OF INTELLIGENCE 
FOR ELF.VEN PAIRS OF TWINS 
ALWA1S IN SAlAE CLASSES 
187 $ 
202 2 
2.31 1 
207 3 
190 -197 7 
210 2 
202 2 
225 1 
215 9 
111 .3 
2 (~ -~) 
25 
4 
1 
9 
-49 
4 
4 
1 
81 
9 
Sum (Xl - ~}2 = 187 Sum (~ .;. X2)2 = 457887 Sum. of sum x • 22.37 
Sum of sum ~ == ,(4S7887 .J. 187) == lPlOIQ = 229037 
-2- - 187 = 9.3.S within pairs 
a - 2 
xi : 1(4$7887 - ~2f£2 = ,(457887 - 454924) =.,.. It 1482 between pairs 
x; = 229037 - 227462 = 157S Check ( 9.3.S.J. 1482) = 1S7>.S 
Within 
Between 
DF 
11 
10 
Sum of ~. 
9.3.5 
1482.0 
~15.~ 
Variance 
8.5 
148.2 
R. 148.2 - 8.5 • 139.7 • .89 
148.2 7 8.~ ~~., 
compared to r. .87 on page 
F 
17.44 
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